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WIN! Tell us how Kodomo has played a part in your parenthood journey & stand a chance to win amazing
prizes from Kodomo! 20 most original and creative entries will be shortlisted and
uploaded on the LiveWell Baby Facebook for a round of voting. The top 10 entrants with
the most “Likes” will walk away with a $100 Kodomo Gift Set each! We are also giving away 10 consolation
Kodomo Gift Sets worth $50 each, so send us your entries RIGHT NOW! All it takes are 3 simple steps:

We love
KODOMO!

STEP 1: Snap a picture of your baby with any Kodomo product.
STEP 2: Tell us how Kodomo has played a part in your parenthood journey.
STEP 3: Email your entry along with your baby’s photo with the subject line “We Love
Kodomo!” and contact details (Parent’s name, NRIC, Contact No., Child’s name, BC No.,
Child’s DOB, and Address) to contests@pinghealthcare.com or submit it online at
www.livewellbaby.com.sg by 30 November 2015 (1200 hours).
Terms & Conditions:
1. The contest is only open to parents with children from ages 0 months to 3 years old, who are residing in Singapore.
2. All entries must be accompanied with the most recent photo of your child posing with Kodomo products, in jpeg formats of 2MB and more.
3. All entries must be submitted by 30 November 2015, 1200 hrs (Singapore time). Entries received outside this time period will not be considered.
4. LiveWell Baby reserves the right to use any of your photos in LiveWell Baby’s editorial content.
5. Only 20 shortlisted entries that are the most original and creative will be uploaded on LiveWell Baby’s Facebook page for the voting round. Entries will be shortlisted based on the judging criteria of 50% by Lion
Corporation (S) Pte Ltd and 50% by LiveWell Baby.
6. In the event of a tie, LiveWell Baby and Lion Corporation (S) Pte Ltd reserves the right to choose the winner at random. Voting will commence from 4 December, 1200hrs and end on 31 December 2015, 1159hrs
(Singapore time).
7. By submitting your personal details for this contest, you confirm that the information provided is true, accurate and complete, and consent to the collection, use, and disclosure of your personal data for the purposes
of managing, conducting, and administering the contest, including but not limited to, selecting, notifying, and publicising the details and/or personal information of winners pursuant to the terms and conditions. This
includes providing all necessary information to third parties to facilitate the conducting of the contest. We will not use/disclose your personal information other than for the above stated purposes and parties, unless
we are otherwise required to do so by the law. For correction of your personal data or withdrawing your consent provided for the above, you may write in your request to contests@pinghealthcare.com. Ping Healthcare
and Lion Corporation (S) Pte Ltd will not be liable for the use/disclosure of inaccurate/incomplete information due to your failure of the prompt update of any changes to your personal information.
8. The decision of LiveWell Baby and Lion Corporation (S) Pte Ltd is final and no correspondence will be entertained.
9. LiveWell Baby and Lion Corporation (S) Pte Ltd reserve the right to substitute the prize with another prize of similar value in the event the original prize is not available.
10. LiveWell Baby and Lion Corporation (S) Pte Ltd reserve the right, at any time, and from time to time to modify or discontinue, temporarily or permanently, this contest with or without notice due to reasons outside its
control (including, without limitation, in the case of anticipated, suspected or actual fraud).
11. LiveWell Baby and Lion Corporation (S) Pte Ltd shall not be liable for any failure to comply with their obligations where the failure is caused by something outside its reasonable control. Such circumstances shall
include, but are not limited to, weather conditions, fire, flood, strike, war, civil commotion, inevitable accidents or any other circumstances amounting to force majeur.
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Obstetrics & Gynaecology

Dr Ann Tan is currently Consultant in Obstetrics & Gynaecology, and Clinical Director at the
Women & Fetal Centre. A Public Service Commission Scholar, Dr Tan was formerly the Chief
of Fetal Maternal Medicine at the Department of Obstetrics & Gynaecology, Singapore General
Hospital (SGH). She is also a devoted mother of three.
Dr Choo Wan Ling is a consultant Obstetrician and Gynaecologist with the Pacific Specialist
Practice. Winner of the IV Asian Obstetrics and Gynaecology Congress Gold Medal (2000),
Dr Choo is also a member of the American Academy of Aesthetic Medicine in the US and a
member of the Sexology and Andrology Society of Singapore.

Dermatology

Dr Wong Su-Ni practices at Dr SN Wong Skin, Hair, Nails & Laser Specialist Clinic at Mount
Elizabeth Medical Centre, and is a Visiting Consultant to the National Skin Centre. Her
subspecialties include Dermatologic and Laser Surgery, Psoriasis and Photodermatology.
Dr Wong has been actively involved in teaching, from medical students to medical practitioners
in the Graduate Diploma in Family Practice Dermatology Course.

Dental Care

Dr Chung Kong Mun is currently a visiting consultant at NUH and adjunct associate professor
at NUS. Dr Chung is also an Internal Examiner for MDS degree in Periodontology, NUS.

Paediatrics

Dr Irene Chan Lai Yeen, a Consultant Paediatrician with over 20 years of medical experience,
is one of the first fully-trained paediatric intensivists in Singapore. Dr Chan is also the recipient
of the Healthcare Humanity Award in 2006, in recognition for her work with children.
A/Prof Daniel Goh was trained in paediatrics in Singapore and underwent subspecialty training
in paediatric pulmonology and sleep at the Johns Hopkins Children’s Centre, USA. A/Prof
Goh is the current President of the Asean Paediatric Federation and the Vice-President of the
College of Paediatrics and Child Health, Singapore as well as the immediate past-president of
the Singapore Paediatric Society. His clinical interests include childhood respiratory conditions
including childhood asthma and allergies, sleep-related breathing disorders in children,
paediatric bronchology and fiberoptic bronchoscopy as well as paediatric vaccinology.

Children Psychiatry

Dr Ken Ung Eng Khean is a currently a Senior Consultant Child, Adolescent and Adult
Psychiatrist & Psychotherapist at Adam Road Medical Centre and MD Specialist Healthcare.
He has been practising psychiatry for 20 years. Dr Ung specialises in Eating Disorders and
Obesity; Child Adolescent Psychiatry; Stress, Anxiety & Depression; Psychotherapy (Cognitivebehaviour therapy).

MESSAGE TO OUR READERS

LiveWell Baby brings important issues to you and your family every issue. Thus, we will make every endeavour to present
unbiased and accurate information. LiveWell Baby aims to inspire you to take the journey to live well as a mother or motherto-be, but it is not a replacement for your medical caregiver. Always seek appropriate professional medical counselling and
treatment when in doubt.

RIGHTS AND PERMISSION

Material in this publication and website may not be reproduced in any form without written permission from the Publisher.
LiveWell Baby is published by ping Healthcare Communications, a division of ping Healthcare Pte Ltd, 20 Sin Ming Lane #0655 Midview City Singapore 573968. Tel (65) 6778-5620.

DISCLAIMER

Although every reasonable care has been taken to ensure the accuracy and objectivity of the information presented in this
publication, neither the publishers, nor their employees or agents can be held liable for any errors, inaccuracies and/or
omissions howsoever caused. We shall not be liable for any actions taken based on the views expressed, or information provided
within this publication. You should seek appropriate professional advice from relevant institutions. We may occasionally use
material we believe has been placed in the public domain where it is not always possible to identify and contact the copyright
holder. If you claim ownership of something we have published, we will be pleased to make a proper acknowledgement. All rights
reserved. Copyright 2012-2015. Printed by SC (Sang Choy) International Pte Ltd. MCI (P) 082/03/2015.
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editor’s note
I can’t believe it! Is it October already? Jeez, to think I was just

Last but not least, it’s Breast Cancer Awareness Month in October.

preparing for my wedding and LiveWell Baby Championship 2015 just

It might not be something that aﬀects you or your family directly, but

awhile back. Now I’m oﬃcially married, and we’re nearly to the end

we urge you to read more about it to understand cancer better in our

of the year. There are times when I can’t believe I’m someone’s wife so

stories on childhood cancers (p 12) and breast cancer (p 62).

I keep badgering asking my husband if we are really married. *grins*

Take care and see you later alligator!

Are you in the same shoes, except you can’t believe that your

Editor

little one is entering preschool next year? On top of your disbelief,
you are also confused as to how to pick a suitable preschool. Well, no
worries! We have you covered in this issue. From tips on choosing an
appropriate school for your tiny tot (p 48) to dealing with a restive preschooler when it comes to school time (p 52) and a Early Childhood
Special (p 42) to help widen your kiddo’s horizons, we are sure this

Like & follow us at:

issue will keep you reading till the next issue!
Facing an uncooperative toddler when it comes to mealtimes?
Then head on over to page 20 to find out how you can cultivate good

www.facebook.com/livewell.baby

eating habits even though your precious has rejected food for the
umpteenth time. We also have the event photos from LiveWell Baby

twitter.com/livewellbaby_sg

Championship 2015 on page 28 so flip your way there to relive those
awesome memories. Thanks to all who made it down to the venue even
though it was quite hazy then and kudos to those who turned up in

instagram.com/livewellbaby

superhero gear!
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Our latest issue can also be found
online at our website:
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If you have something to get off your chest, then write
in to us and you could win a prize! Simply email us
your thoughts with your name, age, address, NRIC,
and phone numbers. All readers who are featured on
this page will receive a special LiveWell Goody Bag
worth $50. Letters may be edited for length or clarity.
EMAIL: lilian@pinghealthcare.com
(subject header: Letter Box)
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feature

Braving
Childhood
Cancer
For a long time, cancer has been a
taboo topic that no one likes to talk
about until it strikes close to home
or a dearly beloved child. Lilian
Wu lifts the veil of misinformation
on the life-threatening disease so
parents may be armed with the
necessary knowledge to counter
the fear that surround this stressful
event and support their child if it
comes down to it.

A

s much as we hate for it to happen, children can
also be aﬄicted by the bane that is cancer. In fact,
cancer is the 2nd leading cause of death (after
accidents) for children under 15 years old in Singapore.
Leukaemia, bone cancer, and brain tumour are some of the
most common childhood cancers that occur among children.
Leukaemia (cancer of the bone marrow and blood), for
instance, accounts for about 40% of all childhood cancers
in Singapore as well as the rest of the world1.
While cancer is rare2 and eﬀective treatments do
exist, the physical and mental trauma can be too much for
everyone to bear. Parents may even blame themselves because
they think they could have done something to prevent it. The
truth? Such occurrences have no known causes and are not
inherited, so they cannot be prevented.

12
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The irrational fear surrounding cancer has also spawned
many myths that may prevent early detection and proper
treatments in a timely manner. Here are some misconceptions
that you might have encountered:

#1: A Child Who Has Cancer
Cannot Be Cured & Will Die.

of a sick child alone is more than anyone should have to bear.
But it’s not impossible if you have a supportive network to back
you up.
We speak with Joanne Poon, author of ‘Brave Maeve’ and
producer of ‘Brave Maeve: The Musical’, to find out how she
and her family managed to pull through after her then 3-yearold daughter was diagnosed with cancer.

Before the 1970, cancer was almost always fatal. But thanks
to technological advances, 80% of today’s children who are
diagnosed with cancer will survive at least 5 years. In fact, 70%
of those will be cured3.

hat was your rst thought when your
daughter was diagnosed with nd stage
of urkitt s lymphoma

#2: A Childhood Cancer Survivor
Are Completely Cured And No
Longer Needs Any Follow Up Care.
This is not true. Even if he is cured, your child still needs
to continue his follow up care. The reason for this is simple:
a cancer survivor faces a higher risk for the occurrence of a
secondary cancer or other debilitating health condition(s) that
are related to his earlier cancer treatment.
Regular and vigilant monitoring is thus important to
detect and treat such occurrences in a timely manner.

#3: Childhood Cancer Survivors
Tend To Do Poorly In School As
Well As Socially.

That I’m not ready for this. That I’m not ready that my
daughter may die.

hat are some of the misconceptions
about cancer that you had to deal with
That it is contagious. Yes, seriously, I had people pull their kids
away when they knew. Also, some people believed that it was
because of the food I was feeding her. Many older people
asked me what I cooked etc. that caused her to have cancer.
Thankfully, these were random strangers. My family
and friends thankfully did not have these misinformed
misconceptions. And the final misconception is of course, that
my child will surely die.

While surviving a life-threatening disease can have a lasting
impact on the child and his family, the truth is that many
survivors do try to move on and live a normal life like their peers.
Children may also respond diﬀerently to cancer at
diﬀerent stages of their life. For example, younger patients
may not understand the implications of having cancer unlike
an older adolescent. They may also be able to adjust better,
but they still need their family and friends to support them
during this time.
The reason for this is simple. Cancer treatments, especially
in the early days, often require the young patient to be in
hospital. This means the little one has to spend time away
from their family and friends, and this could take a toll on
their mental well-being in the long run.
As a result, a small number of children may have to deal with
signs of depression like sleep problems, posttraumatic stress
disorder (PTSD), constant tiredness, and low energy etc.
That’s why it’s so important for childhood cancer survivors
to continue with their follow-up care as this usually includes
psychosocial support interventions if they need it. Children
who have loads of support from their family and friends will
also have lower levels of emotional distress, which tends to
help them feel more positive about their condition.

Braving Cancer: Princess Style
As a parent, it’s never easy to support a child who has been
diagnosed with a childhood cancer. The stress from taking care
LiveWell Baby Vol 49 e°Oct.Nov ‘15
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feature
You wrote “Brave Maeve” to help your
daughter deal with the process of
cancer treatments, but for the not so
literary-inclined, how would you advise
parents to keep their child’s spirits up?
Turn the cancer journey into one that is exciting, an adventure!
Like all adventures, things can get nasty and unpleasant (pricks
and pokes, surgeries, chemo side eﬀects etc.), but it can also
be fun (you get to play games in hospital, watch lots of TV
without guilt, spend precious uninterrupted time with family).
I think the reality is that it’s easy to sink into a hole
of denial and pain, and you end up constantly crying and
showing your child your worried and anxious face, but this
does not help the child at all. Your child needs you to be their
strength, their cheerleader.
They need to know that you are going through this
journey with them, and that it’s not going to be scary all the
time. They can’t do it if mummy and daddy are scared and
crying all the time. Every time we went to hospital, Maeve
would have her fairy wand to zap bad soldiers etc.
We also took part in as many activities organised by the ward
(if your child is not feeling too sick), be it art and craft or story
telling etc. It helps maintain some normalcy, and both child and
parent would feel less isolated and alone in the journey. I also
believe in feeding my child whatever makes her happy. So she
had grilled chicken, lots of ice cream, spaghetti etc.
Food was also seasoned with a little more salt, pepper,
juices as food tend to taste bland and disgusting with chemo
treatment. I don’t think adding a pinch more of salt will do any
harm because it’s just to make food slightly stronger in taste.
I guess I should add here that prior to her cancer
diagnosis, the food cooked at home is usually baked, steamed,
grilled and marinated in herbs, juices, a pinch of salt and
pepper, so that might be bland for others. My “more salt” may
also be what others consider as the usual amount! We don’t
eat out often as well.
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We also brought in her favourite videos, decorated the
room to make it look princessy, made reward charts to help
her take medicine, brave finger pricks etc. Have a stash of
treats and rewards ready, to reward your child especially for
particularly painful or unpleasant procedures. We changed
the hospital bed sheets/pillowcase to the ones from home, so it
felt less like a hospital.

Aside from the little patient, the people
who are most in need of support are the
parents because they are a high-risk
group for posttraumatic stress disorder.
What is your advice for keeping sane
as they support their child through the
cancer treatments?
I think that depends on personality as diﬀerent people have
diﬀerent ways of coping. For some, it’s maintaining some
normalcy like, continuing to work albeit making some
adjustments, like doing some work in hospital while your child
is asleep or watching a movie.
For others, it could be maintaining a blog/journal of your
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journey and thoughts or having someone to talk to. As
Asians, we are not in the habit of troubling others, so we
try to do everything ourselves, but this is the fastest way
to burn out.
I was super thick-skinned and asked for help
constantly, be it cooking Maeve’s favourite food (if I knew
it was going to be a harrowing day of painful procedures),
or running errands (my younger daughter was 4 months
old at that time and being exclusively breastfed, I had no
bottles, formula, or pump! So friends and family helped
me purchase all of that, and transport expressed milk to
my baby at home, and babysat my little one).
I also had friends and family who took turns to look
after Maeve for about 2 hours most of the time, so that
I could take 2 hours oﬀ every day to leave the ward and
perhaps, grab a cup of tea or read a book in the food court.
I think caregivers need a bit of time oﬀ every day
just to regain their sanity and regroup, cry a bit maybe,
before they return to their child, refreshed, with a smile,
ready to continue cheering their little one on. Don’t try
to do everything yourself as you will most certainly be so
highly stressed, you will be of no help to your child.

hildren who have gone through the
long process of cancer treatment
have lost a chunk of their childhood
staying in hospital so spending time
playing together as a family is very
important to us

ow has your daughter s cancer
ourney changed your family s life
hat are you doing now that s
different from the past
I don’t know if we would have been very diﬀerent, but we
certainly have a diﬀerent attitude towards life in general.
For example, we prioritise family time, play time, holidays
as non-negotiables. So spending time together cycling or
doing a family activity every Friday will take precedence
over academic work.
Children who have gone through the long process
of cancer treatment have lost a chunk of their childhood
staying in hospital, so spending time playing together as a
family, is very important to us. While we stress that Maeve
does her best in all she does, be it in schoolwork, or roller
blading, or making a card for a friend, we choose to spend
our time on activities that are enriching and involve the
whole family. For example, we enjoy doing volunteer work
as a family, in part because we have been blessed so much
and we want to pay it forward.
I think after a scare such as cancer, some things in life
become so unimportant and others, become of infinite
importance. Not knowing when you might lose each other
helps us to always choose time with family, above work,
above achievements, above financial success.
This then helps us make the appropriate choices in life
and helps us not to sweat the small stuﬀ, even if the small
stuﬀ appears to be supremely important.
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1.
2.

3.

https://www.nuh.com.sg/about-us/clinical-outcomes/quality-measures/childhoodleukaemia.html
Cancer in children and teenagers make up only 1% of all cancer cases in Singapore
with about 90 to 100 new cases of childhood cancers detected in children less
than 15 years old each year. (Source: http://www.kkh.com.sg/HealthPedia/Pages/
ChildhoodIllnessesCancer.aspx)
http://www.mdanderson.org/education-and-research/resources-for-professionals/
professional-educational-resources/cancer-care-series/pediatric-oncology/pediatriconcology-foreword.html
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SUGARY
addiction
Your child is acting up and you don’t know what’s
causing it. It’s not a personality defect nor is there
something wrong with your parenting, so could it be
something he ate? Chances are, you may be right.
Lilian Wu presents the not so honey-coated truth.
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F

or years, parents and paediatricians have observed a
diﬀerence in children after a sugary snack. The sugar
rush apparently makes the kiddo more hyperactive;
causing many people to blame sugar, but is it really the true
culprit?

How is it unhealthy for kids?
You know how mommy dearest always warned against eating
sweets and sugary snacks before dinner-time because it’d spoil
your appetite? Sugar-rich food tends to contain empty calories,
which have little in the way of nutrients but make your child
too full for a proper meal.
If your child is not very active to
begin with, the excess fats within his
body will lead to weight problems.
In fact, children who
overindulge in sugary treats may
continue with such eating habits all
the way into adulthood and develop poor eating habits. As a
child’s waistline grows, so do his odds for getting health risks
such as obesity, diabetes, heart disease, high blood pressure and
even depression.
High intake of sugar also has a negative impact on the little
tot’s teeth. That’s because the carbohydrates in it, along with
the bacteria in the mouth, produce an acid that combines with
saliva to form plaque—the nasty stuﬀ that erodes the hard
outer enamel of a tooth.
This, when accompanied with poor dental hygiene and
habits, will cause your child much pain and discomfort.

Does it cause my child’s hyperactivity?
And now to the crux of the matter: does sugar really cause your
child to become more active (and noisy)? Well, contrary to
what you might suspect, sugar doesn’t actually make your child
hyperactive to the point of rowdiness.
In fact, years of scientific research and debate have gone
into exploring the link between sugar and a child’s behaviour
but have yet to find any connection. One reason for the change
in behaviour may be due to the refined sugar your child has
ingested. Since it’s refined by chemical processes, refined sugar
tends to be harmful for a toddler. It enters the bloodstream
pretty quickly and causes a spike in blood sugar, which explains
the increase in energy levels.
Even though studies have debunked the myth that sugar
causes hyperactivity, it’s still advisable to cut down on your
child’s sugar intake for the sake of their health.

So does this mean my kid has to go on
a no-sugar diet?
You know what they say about moderation? Maintaining a
balanced yet nutritious diet is key to helping your child grow,

The important thing is
to stick to unrefined
sugars and go for
natural sources like
fruits that are also high
in vitamins and fiber.

develop and meet their milestones.
The important thing is to stick to unrefined (unprocessed)
sugars and go for natural sources like fruits that are also high
in vitamins and fiber. Aside from that, your little one will also
need to stack up on his calcium intake. Milk and other calciumrich foods like cheese and yoghurt go a long way to boost your
child’s diet, but it’s also important for parents to choose less
sugary options by looking out for Healthier Choice labels while
shopping for baby food. These labels are usually an indication
that the baby food has much healthier options than other
similar products in the same category, so you can feed your
precious with total peace of mind!

Give Your Child The Goodness
of Milk With 25% Less Sugar

NAN® KID 4 is a Healthier Choice formula with
25% lower sugar and 25% higher in calcium
than regular growing up milk. The only premium
growing-up milk with Protect Build®, NAN® KID 4 is
specially designed with the needs of growing children
from age 2 in mind. It comes with Bifidus BL probiotics
to fight against harmful bacteria (thereby helping to
maintain a healthy digestive system), DHA for brain
and eye development, as well
as B-Complete to help your
child’s body release energy
from food.
At the same time, zinc
and iron help to support your
child’s natural defences while
the added calcium plays a vital
role in building strong bones
and teeth during your child’s
growing up years.
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toddling

CHILD
EATING AIR?

IS YOUR
You might want to
nurture a lifetime of
healthy eating for your
child, but are they on
the same page as you?
- Lilian Wu

A

s parents, we tend to worry about our kids all the time
and because we love them so much, we want to know if
they are hitting age appropriate milestones where their
growth and development are concerned. Is my baby growing
normally? Why is he so much smaller than my friend’s child of
the same age? And of course, the most critical question of all:
why is my child not eating?!
For many first-time parents, this usually translates into
much hair-pulling and parental frustration. No matter how
lovingly you prepare the meal, your toddler will either refuse
outright to eat it or demand for less healthy alternatives.
Clueless and yet desperate to get their child to eat something
and anything, a lot of parents may indeed take the easier route
of giving junk food or force-feeding their child.

eventually. Junk food contains an abundance of sugar, salt and
empty calories that fill the tummy but have little nutritional
value. The child may cultivate poor eating habits that could
continue all the way into adulthood, paving the way for weight
problems and health issues like high blood pressure.
Force-feeding, on the other hand, makes mealtimes a
traumatic experience—which could result in a maladaptive
habit or feeding disorder (dysphagia). In order to get their child
consuming food they don’t want to eat, parents may resort to
using physical or psychological force like using threats (No TV
for you!), shaming the child (See how smart Danny is because
he ate all his vegetables!) or making him feel guilty (Think of
all the starving children in Africa!).

Happiness Can’t Be Forced

All this comes about because parents are insecure about their
child’s size, despite the doctor’s assurance that the little one is

Unfortunately neither option works out in the child’s favour
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Not Trusting Your Child To Eat
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toddling
achieving satisfactory growth based on mid-parental height.
They might think it’s a good idea to force-feed because they are
at least getting some food into the child they imagine to be too
thin, but this will ultimately result in unhealthy food habits
and a psychological scar that may last for life.
It’s a vicious cycle because forced feeding results in
vomiting, gagging, and overall disgust that leads to food
aversion. Kids who are already picky to begin with tend to be
more sensitive to the diﬀerent textures in food so if they are
forced to eat something, it could make that particular item even
more repulsive.
In a study that surveyed over 100 college students, 55%
of the young adults who were force-fed during childhood
experienced nausea while 20% vomited and the remaining
48% cried. All in all, the responses were negative and expressed
feelings of disgust, anger, humiliation, fear, and confusion
because the forcees felt helpless and lack of control.
Some parents may even think that their kiddo doesn’t know
how much they should be eating, but the truth is that children
are born with the natural ability to regulate their food intake.
When parents try to control how much their child eats, they
are really teaching their child not to trust what their body says.
This inhibits self-regulation and may lead to unhealthy eating
habits as an adult.

Food Fixes
We know it’s not easy to feed children in today’s world and
parents don’t always get the support they need to raise healthy
tots, but here are some tips to help you out:

#1 Avoid Interfering With Your Child’s Eating
It’s oh so tempting to control how much your child is eating by
pushing them to eat another bite or to eat more for the sake of
dessert, right? But try not to put too much pressure on them
during mealtimes. What you can do instead is to be the guiding
beacon of feeding for your child. Decide where, when, and
what to feed them and let your child decide how much and
whether they want to eat.
This will help your child build their self-confidence during
mealtimes and teach them the necessary self-regulation that
will serve them well in adulthood.

#2 Don’t Be A Short-Order Cook
Have you lovingly prepared a wonderful meal only to have
your precious reject it in favour of something else or nothing
at all? Worried parents may cook an alternative meal just to get
their precious eating, but this simply eliminates your child’s
desire to try out new foods. It also tells your child that they
are in charge, not you—which means they may take advantage
of your worry to get access to junk food that they normally
wouldn’t have been able to eat.

22
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So how? Parents can start getting their child’s input
while preparing meals and include one or two items
that they are definitely going to eat with the new food.
Introducing new food will take some time so expect to oﬀer it
as many times as you need to, without putting pressure on your
child. You can even entice your child into eating by serving
food on colourful plates or in interesting shapes. If there are
any nutrition gaps, you can fill those in with healthy snacks
like fruit salads or veggie dips. You can also consult your doctor
with regards to giving your child multivitamins or supplements.

#3 Be A Role Model
Want your child to eat healthily? Then be a good role model
yourself. After all monkey see, monkey do. So if your child
sees you feasting on fast food or chomping down on junk food
every hour, they are going to want to do the same.
Add structure to your everyday diet by scheduling meals
and snacks at predictable times and at designated locations.
Toddlers, for instance, need to eat every 2 to 3 hours while
pre-schoolers have to dine every 3 to 4 hours. If your child is
not eating enough and want to leave the table, make sure they
know when the next meal is.
Above all, understand that there will be certain foodrelated behaviours that will occur throughout your child’s
life. Instead of fixing the behaviour or pressurising your
child, try working with them to achieve the best results
instead.
PNKids Complete Multivitamin + Mineral Syrup contains
21 powerful vitamins and minerals like Calcium,
Zinc, and Vitamin C, which are proven to be the most
essential for a child’s normal growth and development.
No matter how picky an eater your child is, PNKids
Complete Multivitamin + Mineral Syrup is a convenient
way for parents to ensure that their child take
a variety of vital nutrients to prevent vitamin or
mineral deficiencies during
their growing years.
Available in a special
blend that contains no
artificial colours, flavours
or preservatives, PNKids
Complete Multivitamin
+ Mineral Syrup is
a great supplement
that’s designed to be a
complementary solution
for your child’s daily
nutritional needs.
TIP: You can even fortify
your child’s daily drink
with the PNKids Complete
Multivitamin + Mineral Syrup!
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toddling
Iron may be part of Iron Man’s moniker,
but for baby dearest, it’s quite literally
the essential nutrient that keeps their
system going as they undergo spurts
of rapid growth. Here are the ironclad
reasons why you should ensure an ironrich diet for your little one.

IRON

BABY
F

rom 6 months, it’s time to top up your child’s diet
with the appropriate complementary food while
supplementing it with continued breastfeeding. It’s
also during this time when your baby’s iron stores will start to
deplete due to his increased need for iron, which is why it’s so
important to introduce your child to iron-rich foods.

Why the fuss about iron?
You may not have noticed this, but many infant cereals and
formulas are fortified with iron. This is essential because iron
is an important nutrient that makes haemoglobin, the red
pigment that you find in red blood cells.
The red blood cells will then be circulated throughout
your baby’s body to deliver oxygen to all the cells. If there isn’t
enough iron, it means that your baby’s body won’t be able to
make enough healthy red blood cells to carry oxygen and his
organs/tissues will be starved of oxygen.
Without oxygen, your baby’s body tissues won’t be able
to function eﬃciently. This is potentially harmful in the long
run because iron-deficiency may cause learning problems and
diﬃculties associated with behaviour.

24

In fact, studies have found that babies who suﬀer from iron
deficiency have issues with concentration, reduced attention
span and intelligence as well as emotional responsiveness—all
of which could aﬀect their growth and development in the long
run. Growing babies are especially susceptible to the lack of
iron since they are still developing.
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.PTUPGUIFUJNF ZPVQSPCBCMZXPOUOPUJDFBOZUIJOHBNJTT
because your baby’s iron supply is being deleted slowly. But
as anaemia advances, the tiny tot may exhibit some of the
following signs:
t .JMETLJOQBMFOFTT
t /BJMCFETBOEMJQTMPPLMFTTQJOL
t 1PPSFSBQQFUJUF
t *SSJUBCJMJUZ
t 'BUJHVF
t %J[[JOFTT MJHIUIFBEFEOFTT BOEXFBLOFTT
t 4IPSUOFTTPGCSFBUI
t 3BQJEIFBSUCFBU
t $SBWFTGPSVOVTVBMGPPEUIBUBSFOPOOVUSJUJWFMJLFQBQFS 
clay or sand (an eating disorder known as pica)
If your little one shows any of the above symptoms,
then visit a doctor for a simple blood test to check for any

iron-deficiency anaemia. The doctor may also prescribe your
child some iron supplements but please do not self-prescribe
supplements without prior consultation with your doctor, as too
much iron can be harmful to your child.

How do I prevent my baby from
becoming anaemic?
It can be worrying if your baby doesn’t get enough iron, but
here are a few useful tips for you:
t *GZPVSDIJMEXBTCPSOQSFNBUVSFMZPSBUBMPXCJSUIXFJHIU 
make sure to speak to your doctor about prescribing iron
supplements.
t *GZPVSJOGBOUJTUPNPOUITPME EPOUGPSHFUUPFOSJDI
his or her diet with iron-fortified baby cereal. In fact, the
Health Promotion Board recommends that you start your
baby’s diet with an iron-fortified rice cereal as it meets the
tiny tot’s vital need for iron at this stage. Rice cereals have a
runny smooth texture that matches his ability to eat during
this time.
t .BLFTVSFZPVSDIJMETEJFUJODMVEFTBWBSJFUZPGTPVSDFT
that are rich in iron. This includes red meat, fish, chicken,
green leafy vegetables, beans and broccoli.
t 1MBOOJOHUPIBWFZPVSCBCZGPMMPXBWFHFUBSJBOEJFU 
Then don’t forget to consult your doctor or nutritionist
beforehand to make sure that animal protein is replaced
with appropriate alternatives.

Power Up Your Child’s
Weaning Diet

Ba
b

What are the symptoms for irondeficiency in babies?
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Help your child transit easily from
milk to solids with CERELAC®
Infant Cereals. They are the ideal
First Solid Foods for your baby after
in g re die
6 months because they are fortified
with iron. On top of that, these age-appropriate baby
foods are the only infant cereals with BL BIFIDUS
probiotics that help fight against harmful bacteria,
which helps to maintain a healthy digestive system.
Together with essential minerals and vitamins such
as DHA, Zinc, as well as Vitamins A and C, they
are specially tailored to support your baby’s growth
and development. CERELAC® Infant Cereals are
made with baby grade ingredients, with no added
preservatives, and go through up to 100 checks to
ensure baby grade quality and safety.

up to prevent
Keep the supplements locked
them and
curious hands from accessing
to treat such supplements as
never encourage your child
may take the supplements
“treats” because he or she
while you’re not looking.

TIP!
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TEETH OF

CONTENTION
Swollen gums, heavy drooling and
general crankiness are to be expected
when your child starts teething, but so is
taking care of her dental health. Use this
guide to instil good dental habits in your
child so she can have a lifetime of pearly
whites and healthy gums!

A

smile is the best make-up anyone can wear and it
doesn’t matter if you’re male or female, young or old.
Unfortunately, many people tend to hide their smiles
behind tightly pursed lips, which could imply either a case of
bad breath or crooked teeth–maybe even both.
That’s why it is imperative to lay a strong brushing
foundation for your child at the teething stage so she wouldn’t
feel self-conscious about her smile. Putting your child on the
road of good oral hygiene early not only protects her teeth now
but also well into the future! After all, having healthy teeth
enables your child to speak properly and flash a confident grin.
Here’s how to give your child a megawatt S.M.I.L.E!

Start Before First Tooth Appears
It’s a good idea to get into the habit of cleaning your baby’s
gums with a soft, wet washcloth or gauze pad after every
feeding and at bedtime to prevent the build-up of bacteria and
milk residue.
Milk residue can encourage the growth of the yeast that
causes oral thrush, while bacteria in the mouth can harm
erupting teeth. Hence, it is better to err on the side of caution
and start early because you don’t know when the teeth are
cutting through.
The rationale behind cleaning your baby’s mouth even
before the debut of her first tooth is to allow her to get used to
oral stimulation so that she would take to brushing better when
you introduce a brush.

Monkey See, Monkey Do
Children are impressionable and love to imitate their parents’
behaviour. Turn your daily brushing times into a do-together
activity by bringing your child to the bathroom and letting
her watch you clean your teeth! Get her to mirror you – take
turns to do an action or switch roles and let your child lead the
brushing.
Take this opportunity to teach your child how to floss
as well! It may sound premature, but a good time to start

26
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Babies and young children need
age and size appropriate brushes
so buy a toothbrush that fits easily
into your child’s mouth, has soft to
medium bristles and a flat head.
To encourage your child’s interest in dental care, let her choose
her own brush with bright colours or a favourite cartoon
character. If your child seems disinterested in brushing or gives
up after a while, don’t force it. Give her some time to warm up
to the idea again or be creative and turn brushing into a game
of “treasure hunt behind the teeth”!

Limit sweet and sticky foods
& drinks

would be when the tooth surfaces touch so as to prevent a
cavity from forming between the teeth and to keep the gums
healthy. Make brushing and flossing more fun by using
funny brush strokes that your child can imitate or playing her
favourite song as she brushes.
Did you know you can spread cavities to your child when
you share your toothbrush or spoon with her because of the
bacteria in your saliva? Hence, keep your child’s toothbrush
and eating utensils separate from yours. Also, maintain good
feeding practices and your own oral health to decrease the
likelihood of transferring decay causing bacteria.

Invest in the right brushing tools
Babies and young children need age and size appropriate
brushes so buy a toothbrush that fits easily into your child’s
mouth, has soft to medium bristles and a flat head.
While a little fluoride is good for your baby’s teeth, too
much can cause permanent stains. A rice grain-sized amount
or a thin smear of toothpaste will suﬃce until your child is old
enough to rinse and spit without swallowing.
Brush your child’s teeth twice daily as soon as the first tooth
erupts, especially in the evening before bedtime. Continue to
help your child brush until she is around 5-6 years old. Don’t
forget to replace your child’s toothbrush every three to four
months, or whenever the bristles start to look worn or frayed.
Remember, always give your child positive reinforcement.

Fruit juices, soft drinks and starchy foods contain
sugar, which is a definite tooth killer. Even milk
contains a form of sugar that can contribute to cavities.
The acidity in sodas can also cause the teeth to decay faster as
it wears away the tooth enamel.
Instead, establish healthy eating habits such as keeping
sweet treats and desserts to a minimum, providing a diet rich
in calcium and avoid putting your child to bed with a bottle or
her pacifier. Oﬀer a variety of healthy food from all of the food
groups including fruits and green leafy vegetables, and give
your child water instead of juice or soda when she is thirsty.

Establish a follow-up routine with a
dentist
A question many parents like to ask is, “when should my child
see the dentist?” A good gauge would be by your child’s first
birthday. But that said, there’s no harm in bringing her as soon
as the first tooth emerges (as early as 6 months) because an early
dental exam might address problems that the paediatrician
may have missed or couldn’t diagnose. Plus, it can provide
important dental information for both routine and emergency
dental care.
Some tips to make visits to the dentist less scary would be
to avoid using alarming words like ‘pain’, ‘drill’, ‘shots’, and
‘blood’ etc., and schedule appointments for the whole family
together so your child won’t feel alone.
By establishing good oral health early and making regular
visits to the dentist, you can improve your child’s dental health
and help avoid future toothaches!
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The Hero

O

ur annual blockbuster event, the
LiveWell Baby Championship
2015, ended with a bang, thanks
to the legion of superheroes who gathered
at United Square Shopping Mall for a
good time of fun and games! Young and
old, big and small; we saw participants
of all shapes and sizes gamely dressed up
as their favourite fictional characters over
the 3 days, which was nothing short of
appealing.
Why superheroes, you ask?
It was our chosen theme for the year
and what better way to celebrate this
heroic outing than to decorate the whole
atrium in classic red, blue and yellow
colours! We even had Spiderman and Iron
Man making guest appearances in the
form of life-size foil balloons, as well as
die-cuts of comic book action words like
“BAM!”, “POOF!” and “POW!” for that
special touch to complete the theme.
Décor aside, here’s a roundup of what
happened over the weekend from 18th to
20th September:

LWB Championship 2015_report.indd 28

The League of
Extraordinary Racers

As usual, our centrepiece was the race
track that came complete with a mini
grandstand for spectators to sit and cheer
for the little ones. Over 100 babies and
toddlers as young as 8 months old came
to register for their respective races, which
attracted more than a few dozen mall
goers eager to watch them crush their
competition. Every participant had their
own personal cheerleading team, with one
parent on each end of the track using toys,
food, and electronic gadgets to urge their
child to quickly crawl or walk towards the
end point.
This year, the toddlers in the briskwalking categories seemed to possess
stealth and lightning speed superpowers.
We had one Speedy Gonzales who got
stuck at the starting line only to later dash
to the finishing line ahead of another
contestant whom we thought would win
because he had been steadily walking and
holding the first spot from the moment

the whistle was blown. Another little boy
even had time to grab not one, but two
toys that were placed in the middle of the
track as distractions, and hand them over
to his dad before coming in second.
It was such an entertaining spectacle
to watch these little humans make valiant
eﬀorts and model healthy competitive
character despite participating in highpressure races at such a young age.
We would like to applaud all parents
and children for showing such great
sportsmanship!

Let The Mayhem Begin
Besides the races, there were also stage
contests, namely LiveWell Baby Hero/
Heroine, LiveWell Little Supermodel
and Who’s My Mama/Papa? (a parentchild lookalike competition). The trio of
judges were tickled pink by the children’s
adorable antics and elaborate outfits,
which certainly didn’t make judging easy.
In particular for LiveWell Baby Hero/
Heroine, some parents went all out and
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sewed original superhero ensemble,
including sword, shield and belt buckle
for their child. The judges were beyond
impressed by the enthusiasm, hence two
new prizes were awarded: Best Costume
and Most Photogenic.
It was after much deliberation that
little Ted Koh came in overall champion
for that contest! His aﬀability and
sparkling eyes that curve into little crescent
moons when he grinned earned him the
coveted Baby of the Year title, and he took
home $600 worth of prizes sponsored by
Nestle, Combi, Moo Moo Kow and Sheng
Tai Toys Pte Ltd, just to name a few. He
is also the face you see gracing this issue’s
cover. Congratulations, Ted!

Even Superheroes Need a
Break
With a packed programme from 11am
to 7pm, it was a flurry of activities but
there was something in store for everyone.
1,500 general goody bags were prepared
for the public while slots were allocated
for shows sponsored by KpopX Fitness,
Shaolin Club, Roadshow Associates,
PNKids, and Nestle.
The crowd swelled in size every time
the Shaolin Club and Dan-Z Fitness
Pte Ltd instructors went up to perform.
During the Wushu demonstration, many
passers-by stopped in their tracks to
watch Master Guo break a 1 metre steel
bar using his forehead, as well as wooden
sticks with just one blow. During the
KpopX Fitness session, everyone got their
groove on to catchy Kpop tunes for a good
1.5 hour. Talk about working up a sweat!
Nestle also prepared 2 games to
introduce GERBER Graduates® Puﬀs
and NAN® GRO 3. For the former,
selected children played a bowling game
with GERBER Graduates® Puﬀs as
pins. For the latter, couples had to share
their opinions on parenting styles after
watching a video clip. Everyone had lots
of fun and received attractive prizes.
Not to mention, over at the Combi
booth, there was a call for all stylish
parent-and-child pairs to pose in one of
the colourful Combi F2 Plus Strollers
on display and be among the top 10
for Facebook voting. Next to them,
Roadshow Associates were on the lookout
for the Best Dressed and had prizes worth
up to $600 up for grabs.
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9 CONSOLATION
Prize Winners

Feather
light
4.1 KG
For prize collection details, please contact us at 6778 5620 first.
Upon our acknowledgment, you and your baby must come down
personally, with your NRIC and baby’s B/C to our office at Ping Healthcare Pte Ltd,
20 Sin Ming Lane #06-55 Midview City Singapore 573968.

Supported by:

Please note that all prizes have to be collected by 16th Nov 2015.
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Preggies Benefits

Livewell
Championship

Expectant mothers were in for the
BIGGEST treat though. They
t XFSFHJWFOBTQFDJBM+VCJMFF#VNQ1BDL
from Nestle,
t XFSFFOUJUMFEUPBGSFFMVDLZEJQJGUIFZ
entered our Mrs Mommy-to-be Beauty
Pageant,
t DPVMEUBLFUIFJSQJDLGSPNPVSTFMFDUJPO
of gifts worth over $3,000 in the
Golden Raﬄe, which was exclusively
prepared for them, and
t FOKPZFEHSFBUEJTDPVOUTPOCBCZ
products and services at the various
booths, which included 3M, Combi,
Cryoviva, Grolier, Nestle, PNKids,
Roadshow Associates, and Shaolin Club.
And for the first time this year, we
conducted a Mrs Mommy-to-be Pageant
with Cryoviva as the oﬃcial beauty
sponsor. 10 lovely ladies dressed up and
went on stage to share a little about
themselves and their aspirations for their
family. It was heartening to witness friends
and relatives coming down to support the
woman of their lives.
Coincidentally, the 2 mommies who
dressed up in superheroine garbs were both
38 weeks pregnant and one even flaunted
her skin proudly! Anita went on to be
crowned Mrs Mommy-to-be 2015 and won
for her baby many items including a Stokke
stroller worth $1238, and a UV multi
steriliser and dryer from the Korean brand
HAENIM.
Oﬃcial beauty sponsors:

Family Cord Blood Banking Services

Superheroes Unite
The LiveWell Baby Team 2015 is extremely
grateful to everyone who were such good
sports and made our event a success!
Ultimately, all of you are superheroes in
your own right, so don’t let the lack of a
medal or trophy tell you otherwise!
As we countdown to the next LiveWell
Baby Championship, do enjoy these
photos and remember to ‘LIKE’ both our
LiveWell Baby Facebook and Instagram (@
livewellbaby) pages to stay up to date with
our latest news! We hope to see you again
in 2016!
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Home management of
Fever in Children

Introduction

Fever occurs when the body temperature goes above the normal range of 36.5°C-37.5°C. A raised body
in children yet it causes heightened concerns in parents and caregivers. In healthy children, most fevers are
short in duration and usually harmless.

Signs of fever
ą
ą
ą
ą
ą
ą
ą
ą

Feeling cold
Feeling fussy and uncomfortable
Warm to touch
Shivering
Looking flushed
Sweating
Feeling tired
Loss of appetite

Causes
Medical conditions ranging from benign to
potentially serious ones include:
ą

ą
ą
ą

Infections caused by either
bacteria or viruses such as
chicken pox, common colds &
flu, infection in the ears, sinuses,
gastrointestinal tract and other
parts of the body
Reaction to vaccinations
Autoimmune or inflammatory
disorders
Rarely cancers such as leukaemia
and lymphoma

Home Management
A thermometer is required to monitor the
child’s temperature. Temperature taken
rectally gives the most accurate readings
for infants and toddlers. Three main goals
in caring for a child with fever are:
1) Making the child feel more comfortable
ą
Dress the child in light comfortable
clothes, do not over bundle. Keep
the
surrounding
environment
comfortably
cool
and
well
ventilated.
ą
Children with temperatures lower
than 38.9°C usually do not require
medication unless he is fussy and
feeling uncomfortable. In this
case, Paracetamol or Ibuprofen
(over 6 months old) may be given
according to the product’s dosage
and frequency instructions. Do not
give Aspirin to children.
ą
Encourage rest.
ą
Let the child eat what he wants, do
not force feed.
ą
Although usually not necessary,
sponging with lukewarm water may
help lower temperature. Do not
sponge for more than 30 minutes
at a time and stop if shivering
occurs. Never apply alcohol in the
bath or skin to reduce fever.
ą
Use a fever-reducing cooling gel
patch on the forehead.
2) Prevent dehydration
ą
Encourage your child to take plenty
ą
ą

Photos by:

Disclaimer

ice-pops
such as tea as it can cause your child
to lose water through urination.
A well-hydrated child will pass
light-coloured urine regularly.

3) Monitor for signs of serious illness
ą
Be on the alert and seek immediate
medical attention when the child :

- Is less than 3 months old and experiences a
fever
- Feels sicker or complains of pain
- Experiences a change in mental status
- Becomes extremely irritable or lethargic,
sometimes with inconsolable crying
- Develops a red or purple skin rash
- Shows signs of dehydration from persistent
diarrhea or vomiting such as reduced urination
and sunken eyes
- Oral, ear or forehead temperature exceeds 40°C

Conclusion

Fever is not an illness; it is the body’s natural
response to fight an infection. How high the
fever isn’t necessarily an indication to the
severity of the condition. While it can be selfmanaged at home, it is important to look out
for signs of more serious underlying illnesses
that require prompt medical assessment.
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Information provided by this article is solely for informational purposes only and is not intended as a substitute for the advice provided by your
physician, pharmacist or other healthcare professional. You should not use the information for diagnosing or treating a health problem or disease,
or prescribing any medication or other treatment. Always speak with your physician, pharmacist or other healthcare professional before taking any
medication or supplement, or adopting any treatment for a health problem. Under no circumstances will Watsons Personal Care Stores Pte Ltd be
liable to any person for damages of any nature arising in any way from the use of such information.

toddling

THE ART OF W

POTTY
TRAINING

hen your child is able to stay
dry for longer periods of time;
has regular bowel movements;
tells you through words, facial expressions,
signing, or body posture that he needs to go,
or at least shows interest in the bathroom,
he’s most likely ready to take on the throne.
On average, children between ages 2
and 4 are more inclined to use the potty,
with some developing the necessary physical
and cognitive skills as young as 18 months
old. However, starting potty training early
doesn’t mean you will finish sooner.
Since every child is diﬀerent, some can
take as short as a week to master the drill
while others need several months. It takes a
lot of practise but here’s how to set your child
up for success!

Foster the Habit
The key to learning anything new is
consistency. You could start oﬀ by creating
a daily routine of having your child sit on
the potty after breakfast, before his bath,
or whenever he’s likely to have a bowel
movement, to help him get used to the
feeling of being on the potty. You should also
try bringing the potty or adapter seat with
you when you’re away from home so as to not
let your eﬀorts go in vain.

Monkey See Monkey Do

There is no magic age to
start the process of potty
training, though you
stand a better chance
of success if your child
shows signs of physical
and emotional readiness.
Learn what works – what
doesn’t, and get triedand-tested tips for potty
training girls and boys.
BY Jennifer Ho
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Consider letting your child watch you use
the bathroom as children learn by imitation.
Explain to him how you know it’s time to
relieve yourself, and show him how you wipe
with toilet paper, pull up your underwear,
flush the toilet, and wash your hands. What
may actually work better is to ask an older
sibling demonstrate how to use the potty.
This is beneficial for your child because he
gets to see others close to his age exhibiting
the skills he’s trying to learn.

Be Encouraging
Embarking on the potty training journey
can become a battle of wills, if you are not
prepared for how long it can take. What’s
important is to be patient and keep the toilet
training experience positive. Each time your

Girls tend to be trained before
boys, probably because they
aren’t as distracted. Motivate your
daughter further by buying her
her choice of underwear. Bring up
the shopping trip ahead of time so
she gets excited about being able
to buy “big girl” panties
in whatever design she
likes. Alternatively,
you may want to use
stickers to reward
her for every
successful
potty attempt.

ys
Girls Versus Bo

Next, don’t be too bothered
over which way your son
learns to pee first – standing
up or sitting down. It’s
simpler for him to master
peeing sitting down, as
standing up requires a lot
of hand-eye coordination.
Besides, boys can still
practise controlling the
stream of urine while sitting
on the potty. To make
things a little more fun, buy
disposable toilet targets
and instruct your child to
aim down at them.

child uses the potty successfully, shower him with praises but
avoid going overboard. Little accidents and setbacks are natural,
so resist the urge to show your disappointment or punish your
child, as scolding him will only be counterproductive.

training for a few more weeks before trying again. The point
here is to let your child take the lead. He will move from one
stage to the next at his own timing, so don’t push him to get
through it faster than he can handle.

Keep an Emergency Kit on Hand

Getting the Job Done

Always be prepared for the likelihood that things can get a
little messy in public toilets or during long road trips where
toilets are few and far between. Pack an on-the-go emergency
bag filled with spare clothes, extra diapers, disposable potty
seat covers, and lots of wet wipes. It would also be good to
introduce training pants as they allow your child to undress
for the potty on his own, a critical step in helping him become
an independent toilet user. And because training pants are
involved, you’ll still have need for nappy rash cream and talc so
don’t forget to pack them into your bag too!

It will take a while before your child can independently use
the toilet. He must first learn how to fully control his bladder
muscles and bowel; climb onto the seat; remove his clothing,
and mastered other basic motor skills before he can bid farewell
to diapers and training pants altogether.
But when it’s over, you can reinforce his pride in his
achievement by letting him give away the leftover diapers to a
family who needs it more. Oh, and break into a celebratory jig
when nature calls, of course!

Know When to Call it Quits
Should your child start balking, even the slightest bit, during
potty time, just put his nappy back on and leave the potty
Always keep a tube of Biolane Liquid Talc and Biolane
Diaper Rash Cream by your baby’s changing table
or in the diaper bag as they help to prevent rashes and
irritations conveniently. The former is a plant-based,
hypoallergenic liquid-powder that contains 0.5% of
panthenol. It gently absorbs excess moisture-causing
irritants and leaves a fresh, delicate fragrance. The latter
is a triple action cream that applies on easily, thanks
to the new applicator dome that guarantees maximum
hygiene. With its rich blend of panthenol, vitamin
E, zinc oxide, sweet almond oil, hydra-bleine®, and
other nourishing active ingredients, it actively restores
damaged skin while effectively soothing irritation and
protecting baby’s skin against attacks from urine, poop,
and friction caused by nappies. www.betime.com.sg.
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Navigating

COLIC
Need a survival guide on
managing your child’s incessant
cries? We hear you!

F

or close to 3 weeks now, you find yourself putting up
with your baby’s crying jags that last for more than
3 hours per day and at least 3 days a week. It is both
surprising and frustrating because nothing you do - feed or
carry - appears to be able to comfort your otherwise healthy
baby during these episodes.

So what exactly is up?
If you notice your baby wailing at the same time of the day
(usually in the late afternoon or evening), complete with
clenched fists and a flushed face, for no apparent reason and
repeatedly for what seems like forever, he may have colic.

Colic Cry-sis
About 1 in 5 infants become colicky but despite many scientific
studies, the cause is still unknown.
However, if you are a smoker, please stop as babies born to
mothers who smoked during pregnancy or postpartum have a
higher risk of colic.
To be on the safe side, consult your baby’s doctor at the
beginning of the suspected colic symptoms.

More Than Just Crying
Generally, colic tends to start around 2 or 3 weeks old and
improves significantly between 3 and 4 months of age.
Before looking for ways to relieve your baby’s colic, you
need to thoroughly examine him to ensure his crying and
fussiness is not due to:
t "OJOGFDUJPO FBSPSVSJOBSZ
t "HBTTZUVNNZ
t "SFnVYPSHBTUSPPFTPQIBHFBMSFnVYEJTFBTF (&3%
t "OFZFQSPCMFN MJLFBTDSBUDI
t "OBCOPSNBMJUZPGUIFIFBSUTSIZUIN
t "CPOFGSBDUVSF
t "IFSOJB
t "IBJSXSBQQFEBSPVOEBmOHFSPSUPF
t )ZQFSTFOTJUJWJUZUPDFSUBJOTUJNVMBUJPOJOUIFFOWJSPONFOU
(sound, light, temperature, etc.)
A rule of thumb: as long as your baby still continues to have
a good appetite, gains weight normally and has normal bowel
movements, his distressed crying is not as serious as it looks.
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toddling
Sanity-saving Advice
While you cannot prevent colic and there is no proven
treatment that consistently works for all babies, you can try the
following interventions to see if they help your baby:
AVOID SELF-REPROACH: Especially for first-time
parents, don’t blame yourself for doing something wrong to
cause your baby to be unwell or feel guilty for harbouring
feelings of resentment towards your cranky tiny human.
Thankfully, this predicament is short-lived and your baby will
get better eventually.
The most important thing is to first take care of yourself
and hand someone else the reins once in a while. Isolating
yourself to handle a crying baby is not a good idea.
GET MOVING: Most babies are soothed by gentle motion so
you may want to put your baby in a rocker or infant swing. You
can also take him out for a ride in the car as the vibration and
movement of a moving vehicle are often calming.
Don’t have a car? Just walk around the house with your
baby in his carrier. He may prefer being held close to your chest
so he can hear your heartbeat. During a crying episode, you
may also want to try gently bouncing up
and down in this position as you hug your
baby close. Don’t worry about spoiling
your baby by holding him too much.
SWADDLE: There are
some babies who need
less stimulation and

find comfort in quiet and stillness. Babies 2 months old and
younger, in particular, may prefer being swaddled in a darkened
room. Being wrapped in a blanket can help your baby feel less
out of control, and he may be able to stay asleep longer too. You
could also give your baby a warm bath before swaddling him to
soothe his cries.
CORRECT YOUR FEEDING POSITION: Hold your baby
upright when bottle-feeding to prevent him from swallowing
more air. Sometimes, giving smaller and more frequent feeds
are more beneficial. Also, instead of waiting for him to finish
the bottle, burp your baby often during feedings.
PICK THE RIGHT BOTTLE: Choose a bottle that has
an internal vent system that channels air back into the base
of the bottle instead of your baby’s tummy. This allows milk
to flow smoothly through the teat without teat collapse so it
won’t cause air bubbles to form, which can get trapped in the
digestive system, further causing discomfort and oxidising the
important nutrients in the milk.
MEDICATIONS: Your doctor may prescribe anti-reflux
medicines if reflux is suspected as they can help to cut down
on acid production. He might also recommend
pharmaceutical grade medicine
Colimix™ Syrup. This antispasmodic
relaxes the intestinal muscles to
prevent spasms from occurring and
releases entrapped wind (flatulence)
to help relieve infantile colic and
abdominal discomfort, and help
your baby to burp. Moreover, it
comes in a tasty, fruity mix of
orange and banana flavours that
make it easy to oﬀer to your baby.
Remember, your baby will grow out of colic. Just be
patient.

The contest email given in the “Most Dramatic Laughing Baby Contest”
in Issue 48 of LiveWell Baby was erroneous. The correct email should be
contests@pinghealthcare.com. The contest will be extended to
15 Nov 2015 to allow readers who had missed the previous deadline due to
the wrong email address to submit their entries again.
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Hampers Worth

Submit a photo of your baby’s most dramatic laughing photo to
contests@pinghealthcare.com and be among the shortlisted 20
babies to receive a Colimix Hamper worth $100! Your baby’s
photo will also be posted on our LiveWell Baby’s Facebook for voting.

Popular Voucher

Top 2 photos (one boy and one girl) with the
most number of “likes” will win a GRAND PRIZE
hamper each (worth $500) and be featured in the
next issue of LiveWell Baby!
VTech Kidizoom Smartwatch

Boogie Board Jot 8.5-inch

State a benefit of Colimix
in the bubble here

Fill in your particulars and send your entries to
Colimix Most Dramatic Laughing Baby Contest
Ping Healthcare Pte Ltd
20 Sin Ming Lane #06-55 Midview City Singapore 573968
OR Scan and email to contests@pinghealthcare.com

Paste photo here

Child’s name:
B/C No:

Age:

Date of Birth:

Gender: F / M

Name of Parent:

NRIC:

Address:
Contact No. :
Email:

Brought to you by:
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Terms and Conditions:
1. This contest is open to babies aged 6 months to 2 years old.
2. Mail/Email the form with a recent photo of your baby, jpeg of 2MB or less.
3. All photos must be submitted before 15 Nov 2015 -1159hrs (Singapore time).
4. Only 20 photos will be shortlisted for voting and posted on Livewell Baby Facebook. Voting will commence on 16 Nov 20151200 hours to 30 Nov 2015-1200 hours (Singapore time).
5. 20 Colimix hampers worth $100 and 2 top prizes (one female winner, one male winner) to be given away.
6. Voting is done through LiveWell Baby Facebook Page. The number of “likes” corresponds to the number of votes.
7. The judges’ decisions are final and binding. No rude email, private message and phone correspondence will be entertained.
8. Photos submitted are non-returnable and will become properties of LiveWell Baby and Xepa-Soul Pattinson (S) Pte Ltd. Upon
submission, participants agree to grant LiveWell Baby and Xepa-Soul Pattinson (S) Pte Ltd the right to use the photos and
entry information for all forms of future media and marketing activities.
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toddling
Do you remember the day you brought
your baby home from hospital all wrapped
up like a dumpling? What is it about
swaddling that makes it such an effective
sleeping and soothing technique?

SLEEP TIGHT,
SWEET DREAMS
A
s much as you crave an extra siesta, your newborn
needs even more sleep than you. An average baby (until
he reaches 3 months) sleeps 16 hours a day, which is
divided into sleep-wake cycles throughout the day with longer
spells at night. However, your baby may experience disruptions
in sleep, such as an over-stimulating environment or his own
startle reflex—a primitive survival response that produces
spontaneous jerky arm and leg movements.
A nice and comfy swaddling is thus the key to helping your
child stay calm and sleep for longer stretches through the night,
which means you get to rest undisturbed too!

The Art of Swaddling
Swaddling is an age-old technique of wrapping your baby like
a burrito for warmth and security. It works best during the first
6 to 8 months when he’s still adjusting to life outside the safe

40

familiarity of the womb.
It helps to regulate your baby’s body temperature since his
internal thermostat hasn’t fully kicked in yet, and also creates
a slight pressure around his body that mimics the sensation of
being in your womb or in your embrace so he falls asleep more
easily and on schedule.
On top of that, swaddling makes it less likely for your baby
to scratch his face at night so he doesn’t startle himself out
of sleep and start crying. It soothes general fussiness, lowers
the arousal level and even promotes drowsiness! Bear in mind
that not all babies enjoy the idea of being wrapped, but if this
is what your little tot enjoys, here are some points you should
consider:

Sleep Safety
This should always be your number one priority. As much as
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you want your baby to be tightly secured within the blanket for
the entire sleep duration, you should still take care not to wrap
him up too tightly.
Improper swaddling increases the risk of hip dysplasia
and hip dislocation. When you tightly press your baby’s legs
together and straight down without any space to bend or kick,
it may loosen his joints and damage the soft cartilage of the hip
sockets. In order to prevent hip dysplasia when you swaddle,
make sure there is room at the bottom of the blanket for your
baby to bend his legs up and out from the body naturally. Some
babies may not enjoy being swaddled too firmly, so watch out
for cues from your tiny tot when wrapping up the little burrito!

Sleeping Position
You also need to ensure that you put your baby in a supine
position for sleep after swaddling. This is to reduce the risk of
sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS), which occurs in infants
as young as 2 months old. Statistics have shown that safe
swaddling and back sleeping go hand in hand when you want
to decrease the mortality rate from SIDS.

Not A Second Skin
Do remember that swaddling should only be used for specific
times like sleeping or naptime. Your baby should not be

swaddled excessively and never for an entire day. Doing so
would impede his motor and muscle development, as well as
discourage coordination skills.
Try not to wrap too tightly either; because too much heat
can cause a baby to develop hyperthermia, a condition where
the body produces or absorbs more heat than it dissipates.
Often it’s suﬃcient for your baby to just wear a thin shirt under
the blanket. Otherwise, choose a swaddling sack that comes
with a mesh in front for more ventilation.

When To Stop Swaddling
If your baby starts kicking oﬀ the blanket or rolling over on his
tummy, it’s usually a sign that he no longer likes to be bundled
up. You may want to keep it on for a little while longer by
swaddling from the chest down with arms out (so he still has
upper body mobility) before weaning him oﬀ completely.

That’s A Wrap!
Indeed, swaddling has proven to be an eﬀective way of helping
your baby’s transition from the womb to the real world. When
your baby sleeps better, you’ll definitely sleep better as well.
But remember to do it in the safest and most comfortable way
possible!
LiveWell Baby Vol 49 e Oct.Nov ‘15
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Early
Childhood
LiveWell
Baby

Special

It can’t be easy to find a suitable place for your kiddo when
there are so many options out there in Singapore. Do you
go for something near your home or should you focus on the curriculum? How
about the environment? Oh, and are the teachers or caretakers adequately qualified
to take care of your precious little one?
So many questions, yet so little time to explore them all but no worries! We have done
the legwork for you and come up with a list of recommended early childhood schools
and centres that are worth a second look. These are the centres that are more than
just a place for you to educate or care for your child while you are busy building your
career. They don’t just meet licensing standards; they go above and beyond to offer
educational programmes or childcare services that nurture your child and help them
develop mentally, physically, and emotionally in a wholesome manner.

Have a look through our
recommendations, and you
might just find a school or
childcare centre
that’s a good fit for
your royal highness!
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KINDERLAND
INFANT CARE

Making The Right Choice
For Your Baby
As more mothers return to the workforce after giving
birth, finding quality infant care will be at the top of
their minds. It’s not easy to entrust your precious
little child to just any caregiver, which is why many
parents choose to turn to infant care centres where
professionals are on hand to take good care of their
little ones. Among the many centres in Singapore,
Kinderland Infant Care is one of the most outstanding
due to its quality services, dedicated teachers as well as
a safe and secure environment that’s specially designed
for your baby’s exploration.
Since the first 3 years of a child’s life are the most
fundamentally important, it’s important to choose a
school where your tiny tot can thrive under a qualified,
experienced and dedicated team. Kinderland Infant
Care strongly believes in raising children who are
both creative thinkers and independent problem
solvers, which is why it strives to provide a conducive
environment where children are encouraged to discover
and explore through developmentally appropriate
activities. Even their toys, furniture and equipment are
specially selected and designed for their age!
It’s also
one of the few
centres that
have adopted
a smaller 4:1
infant-tocaregiver ratio.
Smaller groups
mean that your
child will be

able to make more meaningful connections and form
caring relationships with the teacher. On top of that,
there will be fewer distractions and thus more focus on
holistic activities to help your baby grow and learn.
The teachers, too, are handpicked for their patience,
exceptional quality, positive energy, and above all, a
caring personality that will shower endless love and
tender care on the little ones to help them adapt,
grow, and learn in a happy environment. The teachers
undergo specialised training as well, so they may better
understand each baby’s needs and development.
Need quality infant care that you can depend on for
peace of mind while you’re at work? Then don’t hesitate
to contact Kinderland to find out more! Simply drop
them a call at 6881 8818 or call up the individual centres
to arrange for a tour around the school of your choice!

About Kinderland Infant Care

A leading regional provider of
quality infant and childcare services,
Kinderland has 4 infant care
centres and 22 preschools located
conveniently around Singapore.

Kinderland Infant Care is available at:
Kinderland @ Ministry of
National Development

Kinderland @ SengKang

Kinderland @ Hougang

Kinderland @ Republic
Polytechnic

Address: 7 Maxwell Road MND
Complex Annexe B, #06-02
Singapore 069111

Address:
363 & 365 Lorong Buang Kok
Singapore 547687

Address:
Blk 202 Hougang Street 21,
#03-00 Singapore 530202

Address:
17 Woodlands Ave 9 #01-01
Singapore 738968

Contact: 6323 1138

Contact: 6315 8732

Contact: 6287 1841

Contact: 6269 5414

Email:
kesmnd@kinderland.com.sg

Email:
kessk@kinderland.com.sg

Email:
keshg@kinderland.com.sg

Email:
kesrp@kinderland.com.sg
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FUN@GIGGLES
Play Matters

You know what they say about play being a child’s
work? In fact, it’s through active free play that children
develop many of the foundational life skills they need
in order to be successful in the years to come. Learning
through play is even more important for children with
learning challenges such as autism and ADHD because it
gives them the opportunity to interact with other people
and objects in their surroundings.
To help these children discover the joy of learning
through play, Fun@Giggles specially designed the
GIGGLES Joy of Learning programme to help children
from ages 3 to 8 develop their social and practical
life skills through one-on-one sessions with a caring
facilitator. These sessions are conducted in a nurturing
and loving environment where the child gets to
experience different learning themes in a variety of
game activities that delve into music, art and creativity.
On top of that, the GIGGLES Joy of Learning
programme is based on the Montessori educational

approach—which focuses on respect for the child by
nurturing his or her intrinsic ability and desire to learn.
Fun@Giggles doesn’t use a one-size-fits-all formula;
instead it custom-designs each session to meet your
child’s unique needs and guide them on a path to pick up
valuable skills like motor development, critical thinking,
and problem-solving skills.
If you’re a parent to a child with special needs, then
take advantage of what Fun@Giggles has to offer by
signing up for a one-time trial class (usual price: $90
per hour) at 50% off! LiveWell Baby readers also get to
enjoy one free play session at the indoor playground
if they sign up for the trial class from now to the end of
the year.

GIGGLES Joy of Learning programme
1-hour session - $90
2-hour session - $150

About Fun@Giggles:

An interactive playground that’s the first of its kind
in Asia, Fun@Giggles has been providing good old
educational fun to children for the past 2 years in
Singapore. It has the first interactive playground
system in Asia, which uses motion detection and sounds
to engage children in a multitude of games. Babies and
toddlers can also look forward to the Giggles Water
Wonderland where the dynamic environment provides
the tiny tots with amazing opportunities to learn how
things work through water play.

Fun@Giggles

Address: 87 Marine Parade Central, #02-500B/C Singapore 440087 |
Email: info@funatgiggles.com.sg | Contact: (65) 6345 4947/ 9092 2645 |
Website: www.funatgiggles.com.sg
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YAMAHA MUSIC
SCHOOL
Music To The Ears

No matter where you hail from in the world, music has
always been regarded as the universal language. It’s a
source of emotional healing and encourages positive
connections, which is why music is particularly beneficial
for your little tot from an early age. Music doesn’t
just boost your child’s brainpower; it helps to improve
their learning ability, instils discipline, and builds their
confidence, as they get better at making music.
In fact, Yamaha believes that everyone is born
with a sense of musicality. This inborn talent can be
nurtured through an exclusive curriculum like the one
offered by Yamaha. Their classes are not just enriching
and fun-filled, the teaching methods employed are
age-appropriate as well, which means even your preschooler can join to learn how to express themselves
musically. The entire Yamaha Music Education System
is built upon the principles of ‘Timely Education’, Group
Lessons’ and ‘Comprehensive Music Education’.
For instance, the Apple course harnesses the raw
energy and natural curiosity of 2-year-olds to take
them through a variety of musical activities like singing,
rhythmical movements and responding to music through
listening. By first cultivating the musical sense that
everyone is born with, Yamaha develops your child’s
ability to listen, sing, play, read, and create music
progressively. An active involvement with music will not
only develop the little one’s musicality, it will also lay the
foundation for teaching them music composition and
improvisation at a later stage.

As your child
grows older,
Yamaha has even
more to offer.
From piano
and electone to
guitar and drums,
there is a whole
world of musical
possibilities that
your child can explore to their heart’s content. Yamaha
also encourages their students to share the joy of music
in the concerts and competitions that they organise.
Studies have shown that music can help with
language skills, develop fine motor skills as well as
improve your child’s overall IQ, so why not sign up your
kiddo for a life-changing experience in music because
who knows? Maybe he or she may become the next
Andrea Bocelli or Alanis Morissette!

About Yamaha Music School:
Providing quality music education globally to people
of all ages since 1954, Yamaha believes that music
is for everyone and that it’s never too early to start.
Its courses for children are fun-filled and enriching
because Yamaha specially designed the lessons to be
as engaging as possible for pre-schoolers and school
going children, so they may develop a life-long love
for music. Through a combination of imagination and
exploration, your child will learn to embrace, enjoy, and
express their inborn musicality.

Yamaha Music School

Ang Mo Kio: 67409301 | Clementi: 67409361 | Hougang: 67409828 |
Jurong East: 67409336 | Jurong West: 67409351 | Kallang: 67409811 |
Orchard: 67409856 | Sembawang: 67409371 | Tampines: 67409877 |
Thomson: 67409381

www.sg.yamaha.com
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PEOPLE IMPACT®

Preparing Your Child For Exams Life
As parents, we strive to provide our children with the
best, especially in their education—which explains why
parental stress levels are increasing monumentally these
days. But in the progress, we are often pressured by
society to follow trends. Just think, how often do we
hear parents “dreaming” of getting their kids into the
Gifted Education Programme (GEP) in Primary 4 or
signing their kids up at branded/popular tuition centres
just because many of their friends’ children are there
and they don’t want to “lose out”?
While there’s nothing wrong with motivating our kids
to achieve great academic success, it’s still important
for parents to not lose sight of the forest for the trees
by focusing too much on your children’s academic
performance instead of their holistic development.
After all, in order to navigate life successfully, your
child needs a set of life skills to help them manage
their life, accomplish their ambitions, cope with stress
and challenges, make the right decisions, and solve
problems. Here are the 5 key skills that your child will
stand to benefit from:

Self-esteem: It’s not only builds your child’s

foundation for a lifetime of mental and social happiness,
it also motivates your child to learn as well as manage
his or her emotions effectively. Children with a healthy
sense of self-esteem tend to be more able to take on
new challenges in life.

Focus:

In today’s digital world, children can
sometimes find it hard to focus. This lack of attention
could hinder your child’s progress in learning, even if
they have been gifted with a high IQ.

Managing Emotions: Children who know how to

handle their emotions well are more likely to achieve
more in school and their life. Even highly intelligent
children are not spared from the turmoil of emotional
meltdowns, because it can cloud their judgements and
lower their ability to think straight.

Critical Thinking: To become better problem

thinking. It helps them evaluate different situations
and exercise their own independent judgement when
they are given the opportunity to explore their world
on their own in future.

Verbal Intelligence: Many parents understand the
importance of building a strong language foundation in
their children, but tend to forget that it’s also a powerful
tool that must be wielded with precision. Children who
can communicate well tend to outshine their peers
because they can articulate their
thoughts better and thus able to win
people over more easily. It’s also one
of the multiple intelligences that
make good leaders.
So why wait? Start planning a
holistic development programme
for your children today and
they could be nurtured into a
well-balanced, all-rounded
leader tomorrow!

About People Impact®

People Impact®, an
International market leader
in providing life-skills
development for children
from 3 to 12-year old can
assist you in unleashing
the maximal potential of
your children. Check out
how People Impact® can
help develop your children’s
life-skills by signing them to
a trial session of the awardwinning IQEQ Programme
today! Simply register via
www.people-impact.com.sg
(seats are limited).

solvers, children have to cultivate the art of critical

Contact us @ 84681185
Upper Thomson Branch (HQ) | Marine Parade Branch | City Square Mall | Tampines Branch | West Coast Plaza
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preschooling

How to Choose A

Suitable
Preschool
With preschools at every corner, picking a suitable
one for your child can become overwhelming.
Rashmi Ullas toured many schools before settling
for one. She has some tips for anxious first-timers.

S

ending your child to a preschool for the very first time
can be one of the most anxious experiences we have as
parents. It’s the first long separation from your baby in
an alien environment. For the baby, it would be the first social
encounter with total strangers in a completely new setting.
As a full-time working mother myself, I know how
overwhelming the search can be for first-timers. Yes, imparting
knowledge is the primary motive of sending our children
to school, but other deciding factors will vary. For me, the
distance from home and my workplace as well as the school’s
operating hours played an important part in my decision.
Want the best for your child and family, but not sure where
UPCFHJO )FSFJTBTUFQCZTUFQHVJEFMJOFUPIFMQZPVPVU

Step 1: Know Your Priorities
Before you start shortlisting your preschools, make sure that
you know what you want. For example, is it
more important for the school to be nearer
your workplace
than to home?
Are you looking
for a specific
curriculum?
Work out a
comprehensive list
that you can refer to
while evaluating the
list of preschools available in
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Singapore. You can even narrow down your search by searching
online portals like the one oﬀered by the Ministry of Social and
Family Development1.
Word of mouth is also a good way of finding out which
preschool may be suitable for your tiny tot. Talk to your
friends, family members, colleagues or even your neighbours
for suggestions that you may have missed out in your search.

Step 2: Contact the schools
After shortlisting the schools, it’s now time to assess the
school’s educational philosophy. Get in touch with the schools
you’re interested in and speak to them about their values and
objectives with a few choice questions like the following:
t 8IBULJOEPGDVSSJDVMVNEPUIFZPĊFSBOEEPFTJU
encourage self-discovery?
t )PXEPFTJUESJWFZPVSDIJMETMFBSOJOH
t %PFTJUTVQQPSUNPSFPGJOEJWJEVBMMFBSOJOHPSHSPVQ
activities?
t )PXJTBUZQJDBMEBZPGMFBSOJOHMJLF 
t )PXBSFDIJMESFOFODPVSBHFEUPMFBSO 
A good child-education programme has to be planned well
to facilitate your baby’s overall development; after all it is the
first formal education he will be receiving. The programme
should therefore take your child through a series of enrichment
programmes: social and behavioural skills, human values, fine
motor skills, sportsmanship as well as the textbook curriculum
on alphabets, numbers, rhymes, etc.
1. http://app.msf.gov.sg/dfcs/kindergarten/default.aspx
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Step 3: Ask about the teachers
Next, you’d want to know more about the people who will be
spending a lot of time with your kiddo. They should be equipped
with the right qualifications to guide your child positively,
enhance his learning skills, manage a class as well as implement
procedures in response to illnesses, accidents and emergencies.
In Singapore, the Ministry of Education (MOE) and the
Ministry of Community Development, Youth and Sports
(MCYS) set the training requirements for preschool teacher
training in Singapore. While a person without any training in
early childhood can be registered as a ‘temporary teacher’ as
long as they meet the minimum requirements, they still have
to complete their training in DECCE-T (Diploma in Early
Childhood Care and Education-Teaching) within 4 years from
the date they were registered as a ‘temporary teacher’.
Other questions you can consider asking include:
t "SFUIFSFBOZFYQFSJFODFENFOUPSTBSPVOEUPHVJEFOFXMZ
trained teachers?
t )PXJTUIFUVSOPWFSSBUFMJLF )JHIUVSOPWFSTBSFMJLFMZUP
upset the child who would have to deal with constant and
big changes on a regular basis.
t ɨFUVSOPWFSSBUFBMTPPĊFSTBHPPEJOTJHIUJOUPUIF
preschool’s working environment. Are the teachers and
principal happy working in the preschool? Dissatisfaction in
the workplace tends to filter down to the children and may
taint their learning experience.
t 4JODFBQSFTDIPPMUFBDIFSJTTVQQPTFEUPCFPGHPPE
character, were there any background checks done?
t 8IBUTUIFUFBDIFSTUVEFOUSBUJPMJLFQFSDMBTT "QSFTDIPPM
that seems to have too many children and not enough
adults to care for them should raise a red flag.

Step 4: The Nitty-Gritties
Monetary details

Understand the fee structure (any hidden costs) and the mode
of payment (which should be the most convenient one for you).
You may need to change schools for various reasons and a short
leaving notice is helpful. Are there any discounts that you can
utilise? For example, some preschools oﬀer a discounted rate for
parents who work in the same building.
Check for any additional benefits or subsidiary that is
linked with the admission. You can also find out if the school
has outdoor activities planned through the year. Additional
developmental programs like music, arts, dance or theatre are a
plus. What are the operating hours like? Is there a fine or extra
fee if you are inevitably caught up at work and unable to pick
up your child on time?

t "SFNFBMTQSPWJEFEBUTDIPPM 
t 8IBUJTUIFNFOVGPSFBDIXFFL
t 8IFSFEPFTUIFGPPEDPNFGSPN *TJUDPPLFEGSFTIBU
school?
t 8IBUBSFUIFNFBMTOBDLUJNFT
t 8IBUBSFUIFOBQUJNFT
t )PXEPFTUIFTDIPPMEFBMXJUIBTJDLDIJME
t 8IBUBSFUIFBSSBOHFNFOUTNBEFJODBTFPGFNFSHFODJFT
t 8IBUQSFDBVUJPOXJMMCFUBLFOUPQSPUFDUIFBMUIZDIJMESFO
when there is a sick child around?
t 8IPXJMMCFUIFPOFSFTQPOTJCMFGPSHJWJOHZPVSDIJME
medicine in case of illness?
t *TUIFTDIPPMDFSUJmFEUPCFTBGFBOEDIJMEGSJFOEMZ

Opportunity to link-up with teachers
The training your child receives at home should be an extension
of what he’s taught at school. This will allow the child to adapt
and learn. If these two environments are a world apart, the
child will be confused and lost. It’s therefore recommended to
stay abreast of what’s happening at school.
)PXEPFTUIFTDIPPMDPMMBCPSBUFXJUIQBSFOUT 8IBUBSFUIF
opportunities provided for you to have chats with the teachers?
This is something worth considering.

Step 5 Tour the school
When you’re satisfied with what the school oﬀers, it’s time for a
site visit. Arrange for an interview with the supervisor. Take your
child with you and observe how the teachers interact with him.
Also observe how he reacts to this new environment.
Usually the child is happy to explore new places as long as he’s
confident you’re around. Give him enough time to warm up
before judging his reaction. Your child should seem positive
with this first encounter.
Your final decision will be based on convenience, quality
care, credibility of the school and cost-eﬀectiveness. Above all,
the school should be child-friendly. Throughout this selection
process, you should be absolutely sure that your child is safe
and all right when you’re not around. If the answer is yes, then
you’ve chosen the right one!

Health and wellbeing
Some answers you should seek when it comes to your child’s
health and wellbeing:
LiveWell Baby Vol 49 e Oct.Nov ‘15
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y girl has tremendous amounts of energy, but she
is also very shy. As a full-time working mother, I
have little time for her. My busy schedule forces
her to cocoon in front of the idiot box.
It’s heart wrenching to watch her walk aimlessly, especially
on weekends. But I’m so burned out from the week’s drain that
I hardly have energy for anything. Does that mean I’ll let her
waste her precious energy watching repeat telecasts of favourite
shows? I don’t think so…

Think self-control,
think Martial Arts
Contrary to popular culture, martial arts is not just limited to
Kungfu. In fact, not all forms of combat originated from China.
Thanks to the diverse cultures of the world, we have T’aichi,
Wing Chun, wushu and others from China. Japan gifted us with
Akido, Judo, Jujitsu, and Karate among others while Silat is a
class of indigenous martial arts hailing from Southeast Asia.
There are many more that we can name, of course, but they
all teach similar lessons in character building. Learning the
martial arts not only helps the practitioners to become healthier

50

and sturdier, it’s also a means of instilling respect, patience,
humility, and morality—just the ethical education I want for
my daughter. In fact, they provide pupils with a very enriching
environment to become:

Self-Disciplined
Self-discipline is the central tenet of any
martial arts. As parents, we often overindulge
in our kids and the instant gratification only
makes them immune to self-restraint and
discipline. In martial arts, the focus is on
managing one’s actions and thoughts
with extreme care; something that we
busy parents would love to see in our
children.

Sociable
Nuclear families, busy lifestyles and ever
advancing digital devices have decreased
human interaction for our kids. This lack
of attention can show up as a docile or
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aggressive behaviour (depending on the child’s character), thus
making it hard for them to build a cordial relationship with
other kids at school or during play. Martial arts can help break
this negative behaviour with partner-driven combat forms like
Jujitsu, since it pairs children together and encourage them to
improve their skills through camaraderie.

Physically Active
I personally admit that my best (most
desperate) way to keep little Ana engaged
is by propping her in front of the
TV. But sitting there, toddlers only
learn one thing very well—the
art of warming the couch. Martial
arts seem to address this universal
problem of sedentary broods, because
it gives them a smarter alternative for
passing time and discharging
the excess energy that is
brimming within them.

Confident Go-getters
Coloured belts not only represent the degree of skills acquired,
they also speak volumes of dedication and perseverance. It’s
not easy to climb to the highest level, so children practising the
ancient defensive moves have a worthy goal to achieve. Their
journey will be one that comes with loads of valuable lessons
about setting goals, achieving them, and overcoming obstacles.
With every feat unlocked, the child becomes more confident
and bold.

Courteous and Responsible
Etiquette is something that comes from good nurturing. Who
wouldn’t want their children to behave in a civilised manner?
Martial arts are designed to show unflinching respect to the
instructor as well as respect for self and others.
Some of us may worry about
breeding violence through martial
arts. This is just how the movies
have portrayed it. In reality,
many of the defensive styles
in martial arts instil
peaceful and non-violent
resolution skills when
it comes to conflicts.
The child is taught the
importance of avoiding a
physical altercation
where possible.

Children learn martial arts in
batches and are often teamed
as a pair. They not only practise
together, the children also help
each other achieve their goals as
a team. It’s no fun going through
the moves alone, but with a
partner, your child will be able to
improve his skills by leaps and
bounds. After all, we all know that
teamwork equals success.
Good listeners
To perform and excel in martial arts, the pupils will have to
listen to all instructions carefully. With practice, they (even
the most distracted one) will automatically learn to pay heed
and focus.
Another thing that martial arts teach our kids is to listen
to their bodies. It sharpens their senses and imparts courage,
enabling them to react logically when in danger. Self-defence is
‘THE’ asset I want to give my child when she goes out into the
big bad world.

Team players
Children learn martial arts in batches and are often teamed
as a pair. They not only practise together, the children also
help each other achieve their goals as a team. It’s no fun going
through the moves alone, but with a partner, your child will be
able to improve his skills by leaps and bounds. After all, we all
know that teamwork equals success.

How early can they start?
The younger the child, the more flexible he/she is. Some experts
suggest that children who are 5-6 years old are fit enough to
start training. They would have developed enough muscle
control to punch the opponent or turn properly and safely.
There are, however, younger kids who have successfully enrolled
and trained in martial arts.

It’s a lifetime lesson
There is so much to learn and so much to take home from any
form of martial arts. The benefits of training do not end with
the sessions; it begins when my child walks out. The confidence,
fitness and cooperation skills she’ll pick up from martial arts
will go a long way in navigating her prospects at school and in
the community. I’m positive about enrolling my child in martial
arts, and I hope I’ve helped you make a decision too!
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Tackling a

Restive
Pre-schooler

P

reschool…the picture that is painted in my mind is
of a bunch of happy kids running gleefully with their
arms spread wide, eager to learn new things and make
new friends. It’s a happy place. So when I saw my toddler throw
a fit about going to school, I was crestfallen.

My toddler’s apprehension
Ana (my daughter) started her play school journey when she
was only 11 months old. She is a contented child and always
went to school gladly. Her gleeful outlook towards school never
changed, even when we moved from India to Singapore. She
seemed to fit perfectly into a totally diﬀerent culture, where
people spoke a foreign language.

PreSch_Tackling a Restive Pre-schooler.indd 52

Preschool is a wonderful place where
new friends are made, new lessons
are learned and tantrums are tamed.
Why then do some toddlers refuse to
go to school, even if the surroundings
are safe and friendly? Rashmi Ullas
has some answers.

It was only when she was 2.5 years old that she suddenly
started showing signs of distress. She woke up in the morning
crying that she didn’t want school. She would become dull as
we walked and clingy when it was time to let go.

Why the aloofness?
My husband and I were very concerned about this sudden
twist of events. Like many parents, we sought answers on

16/10/15 11:26 pm

the Internet and found many solutions and suggestions. The
striking pointers were about child abuse and bullying.
Ana is a very strong character and wouldn’t just lie down
without protest while being bullied. Her behaviour was good
both at home and outside, so chastising for bad conduct
seemed unnecessary.
To get to the root of it, we fixed an appointment with her
teachers and learned that once inside school she was perfectly
normal. She laughed, played, ate and slept. We were more
confused after this interview; if she was happy at school, why
the fuss?

The most likely explanation
We started to introspect and realised that it was only after my
parents visited us in Singapore, that Ana’s reaction changed.
Although I did not break the routine of sending her to school
when they were around, she seemed to get used to the extra
pampering. My parents would pick her up earlier than I did
and back at home she would become the boss.
Her doting grandparents ignored her mischief and all our
eﬀorts at disciplining her were rendered useless because she
would run back to them for shelter.
She also started seeing a striking diﬀerence between
school and home where she received extra love and undivided
attention. She then preferred staying back at home and would
throw a fit when it was time to pack the bags.

Dealing with this disdain
First things first: a negative reaction towards school should
automatically put us parents on red alert, because negative
childhood experiences can scar an entire lifetime. Some
checkpoints are necessary:
t *TIFTIFJTCFJOHCVMMJFEPSBCVTFE
t *TIFTIFGFFMJOHMPOFMZCFDBVTFUIFZSFOPUQPQVMBSPS
cannot make friends?
t *TUIFUFBDIFSDIBTUJTJOHIJNIFS
t *TIFTIFGPSDFEUPFBUPSTMFFQ 
t *TIFTIFIBWJOHEJċDVMUZJODPQJOHXJUIPUIFSLJET 

school seems to intensify after the weekend (especially a long
one), a holiday or when someone had visited the home. Talking
PGTDIPPMPOUIFEBZCFGPSFIFBEJOHCBDLXJMMQSFQBSFIJNIFSGPS
the next day. Tantrums may not disappear, but they will be much
more controlled because you had previously prepared them so
that school doesn’t come as a sudden shock in the morning.

Painting a happy picture – Saying nice things
BCPVUTDIPPM UIFCFTUGSJFOE SIZNFTEBODFNVTJDTFTTJPOT
or a favourite teacher) tends to paint a picture of positivity.
ɨFDIJMENBZTUJMMEFOZXBOUJOHUPHPCBDL CVUIFTIFJT
considering it.

Self-preparation – Despite the prepping sessions,
children tend to become clingy when they reach school. It is
best to drop them oﬀ as soon as possible, promise that you’ll
be back to fetch them and leave immediately. Trying to reason
with your child at the gate can make matters worse.

Equilibrium between home and school – Some
kids love to stay back at home because they can watch TV or
sleep longer. Setting a timetable for all activities that follows the
school schedule will balance the two components. Home and
school will seem equally fun and the child will become more
willing to go to school.

Play dates - Weekend play dates help. It’s like an extension
of school as it gives the child an opportunity to communicate,
share toys and deal with attention issues (if any).
The bottom line is to persist (with love) on sending the
stubborn tot to school, despite their disapproval. In my opinion,
Preschool education is crucial because it is one of the first few
places that mould your child’s life. After all, it comes with
many positive lessons one can carry forward all the way into
adulthood!

After it’s absolutely clear that the staﬀ or friends at
school are not the cause for reproach, it is important to
work towards inculcating love for school. Getting angry and
losing cool over this issue may not work because
no child can be forced to do something they
don’t like.
The best solution would be to deal with the
child lovingly and patiently, yet sternly explaining
that refusing school is not an option. Some tips that
helped my toddler go back to school were:

Advance preparation – The refusal to go to
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Shop
Goat milk from pure, pristine New Zealand!

Based on the unique nutritional advantages of goat milk, Karihome Growing-Up
formula (for children aged 1 - 3 years) is made from fresh goat milk of the highest
quality. It is specially formulated to enhance the natural goodness of goat milk to
better meet the nutritional needs of growing toddlers and young children. Karihome
Growing-Up Formula contains key ingredients like AA & DHA, important building
blocks for development of the brain and eyes and pre & probiotics, to help maintain
your child’s digestive system.
Karihome has a range of quality goat milk products, specially formulated to
meet the specific nutritional requirements of children of different ages. All Karihome
formulas are proudly produced in New Zealand. Visit www.karihome.com.sg or call
6339 8820 for more details.
*Available in 900g at leading retail outlets

Protection Against Mosquitoes

Desperately in need of an insect repellent that’s effective
against mosquitoes, ticks, flies, wasps, bees, and
lice? Then you’re in luck. The Pureen Rekito Mosquito
Repellent Liquid is an effective shield that protects your
skin from insect bites without leaving a greasy or sticky
residue. It’s free from DEET and alcohol as well, so you
can safely use it on your kids (recommended for ages
1 and above). Formulated with Witch Hazel, the Pureen
Rekito Mosquito doesn’t irritate your child’s
delicate skin, but smoothes and
protects it against
the pesky insects
that your child
are bound to run
into while playing
outdoors.

Growing Up With Hip Seat C04

The Hip Seat C04 is attached to the carrier by a
connection zipper with press button. When your baby
becomes heavier or has overgrown the restrictions
of the carrier, you can carry him on the Hip Seat that
has an incline of 30° for more comfortable wearing.
UÊ ÎÊÜ>ÞÃÊvÊV>ÀÀÞ}\ÊÜ>À`Êv>V}]ÊvÀÌÊv>V}Ê>`Ê
backpack
UÊ `ÕÃÌ>LiÊ`ÕLiÊÃ>viÌÞÊÃÞÃÌi
UÊ iÃÊÜÌ ÊV>«ÃLiÊÃÕÃ iÊ `Ê>`Ê
removable bib
UÊ - iÊÃÊ£ää¯ÊVÌÌÊÜ iÊ}ÊÃÊxä¯ÊVÌÌÊ>`Ê
xä¯Ê«ÞiÃÌiÀÊ
UÊ />iÃÊÕ«ÊÌÊÓä}ÊÊÜi} Ì
For more information, visit
www.grandeaffari.com or call 9027 2743.

Pureen Rekito
Mosquito
Repellent
Liquid can be
purchased at
all leading retail
stores and baby
specialty stores.

Give Your Child’s Skin The Nourishment
It Deserves

Suitable for babies with normal and healthy skin, this new
comprehensive range of products from Cetaphil®, comprising
of Ultra Moisturising Bath & Wash, Shampoo, Gentle Wash &
Shampoo, Daily Lotion and Ultra Sensitive Baby Wipes is made to
deliver the best for your baby. The skincare experts from Cetaphil®
have formulated every product in this line to be free of parabens,
mineral oil and colourants, to give your child’s skin the nourishment
and care he or she truly deserves,
every day. In fact, Cetaphil® has
carefully picked ingredients such
as soothing Aloe Vera, moisturising
Almond Oil and nourishing Shea
Butter to efficaciously offer utmost
comfort for your baby with every use.
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Select
NAN H.A. 3 Premium
Hypoallergenic Formula

NAN H.A. 3 is a premium hypoallergenic growing
up milk specially designed for toddlers from 10
months onwards, with partially hydrolysed proteins.

Nutrition for Pregnant and
Breastfeeding Mothers
Nestlé Mom & Me is the only maternal milk with
extensively researched BIFIDUS BL probiotics that
help fight against harmful bacteria to help maintain
a healthy digestive system. Reduced in fat but still
high in folic acid, calcium and iron, it also contains
important vitamins and minerals to meet increased
nutritional needs.
Be part of the Nestlé Mom & Me Facebook community at
www.facebook.com/NestleMomMeSG.

It is important that your child receives the
nutrients needed for growth and development
during the first crucial years of life. Thanks to a
unique combination of ingredients including:
UÊ "*/*,"®Ê°° – an optimised hypoallergenic
protein blend that reduces the allergenic
potential of cow’s milk
UÊ
 1-Ê Ê
*ÀLÌVÃ
– extensively
researched
probiotics that
help fight against
harmful bacteria
to help maintain a
healthy digestive
system.
UÊ
Ê«`
->ÀÌ ® - a unique
blend of DHA and
ARA precursor
which help in the
development of
brain and eyes

Free Your Baby From The Nasties
On the lookout for baby snacks that are lower in sugar
and salt, but are designed to make snacking fun and
intuitive for baby dearest? Then look no further than
GERBER because it has a variety of baby snacks like
GERBER Graduates® Puffs.
>`iÊvÀÊÜ i}À> and fortified with 8 vitamins
and minerals like Vitamin E, Iron, and Zinc, GERBER
Graduates® Puffs are designed in just the right shape
and size for your baby’s tiny fingers to grasp—which will
promote self-feeding skills in return. The puffs are great
for younger babies too, as they melt easily in the mouth.
On top of that, these delicious star-shaped puffs are
ä¯ÊÜiÀÊÊÃ>ÌÊ>`Ê£x¯ÊÜiÀÊÊÃÕ}>ÀI as well.
* Compared to regular, non-organic baby biscuits.

Fast & Safe Cooling Relief From
Fever Discomfort
If you’re a worried
parent looking for fast
and cooling relief from
your baby’s fever, then
look no further than
the `Ê }Ê
` iÃÛiÊvÀÊ >LiÃ®.
It’s specially designed
for babies, which doesn’t
contain any fragrance or
colouring, so it’s ideal for
your baby’s delicate skin
and gives you total peace
of mind by providing
safe, enduring relief to
your baby from fever
discomfort for 8 hours
throughout the night. It’s
made from a polyacrylic
substance that adheres
gently to your baby’s skin
as well.

New For
Babies

For babies from 8 months onwards
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Style
Baked, Not Fried

7Ì ÊÃÊÕV ÊÕÊv`ÊÕÌÊÌ iÀi]ÊÌÊV>Ê}iÌÊ>ÊÌÌiÊ
tough trying to find natural snacks that your little one
can feast on without any worry. Kimstar Seaweed is a
new concept of roasted seaweed snack that comes in
ÎÊy>ÛÕÀÃ\ÊÃiÃ>i]Ê>`Ê>`Ê ÌÊV °Ê iÌ iÀÊÞÊ
nor sticky, Kimstar Seaweed is an all-natural snack
that’s loved by people of all ages for its crispy and
delicious taste. It contains no preservatives and is
non-GMO (genetically modified organisms). Kimstar
Seaweed has plenty of vitamins and minerals too,
because it was harvested from the uncontaminated
part of the sea in Korea—making it the sensible choice
for low-calorie meals!

Healthy Korean Snacks For Baby

A natural and healthy snack for infants and older kids,
i-Snack is made from Korean organic brown rice. It’s
a low calorie alternative that uses the puffing method,
which doesn’t use any oil. On top of that, it’s coated
with Natto (fermented soybean powder) to enhance
its flavour and promote digestion. i-Snack contains
no preservatives and is suitable for all ages because
ÌÊViÃÊÊÎÊ`iVÕÃÊy>ÛÕÀÃ\ÊÃ«>V ]ÊV iiÃi]Ê>`Ê
yogoberry (strawberry and yoghurt). Your baby will love
i-Snack because it melts gently in the mouth and is a
wonderful finger food that fits neatly in their small fist!

Celebrating SG50 With Thermos®

As Singapore celebrates its Golden
Jubilee, Thermos Singapore has specially
commissioned independent design studio Visual
Inconsideration to collaborate
Ê>ÊÌi`Êi`ÌÊ-xäÊ
tumbler, the Thermos® JNLÎxäÊ-xäÊÌÕLiÀ°Ê/ ÃÊ
limited edition model is
available only in Singapore,
and is specially chosen
for its chic look as well as
innovative one-push button
design. It features notable
local landmarks such as
the Merlion, Changi Airport,
Gardens by the Bay and even
the quintessential HDB flat
that reflects the vibrant city’s
stunning architecture and
landscape. The tumbler also
plays homage to Singapore’s
reputation as a Garden City
by featuring the Vanda Miss
Joaquim, Singapore’s National
Flower, in the national colours
of red and white. It’s available
>ÌÊ>ÀÊ`i«>ÀÌiÌÊÃÌÀiÃÊ>ÌÊ
f{x]ÊÜ iÊÃÌVÃÊ>ÃÌ°Ê
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PURELY Cute & Good For Baby Skin
HIYA PURE is a baby skin care range specially created
by HIYA Pharmaceutical to effectively moisturise and
protect babies’ tender skin, soothe discomfort caused
by dryness and itchy skin, and strengthen babies’ skin
defence against external irritants.
Through rigorous safety tests of the highest
standards, HIYA Pharmaceutical added natural
moisturising Peach Leaf extract, highly concentrated
natural glycerine and hyaluronic acid to create the
HIYA PURE baby skin care and hygiene range. Now
available in a new cutesy Hello Kitty packaging,
this collection of products is gentle yet effective for
newborns and babies.
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Share
Baby Rides
Want to give your child a taste of driving? Then why not consider getting the
Audi R8 Spyder? It doesn’t just come with multifunctional sound and light
effects, this little car is so easy to drive; your child can go forward or reverse
with utter ease. On top of that, it includes nifty features like a remote control,
battery power indicator and a working LED backlight on the dashboard.
It’s available in Black and White, and is retailing at all leading departmental stores
as well as Children and Baby specialty stores. www.babys.com.sg.

Diapering Products From The Heart
Considering cloth diapers for your baby? Then you need
a reliable brand like Moo Moo Kow to show you the way.
Not only is their cloth diaper made from a breathable
fabric that’s free from harsh chemicals, their diapering
products can fit your baby comfortably from birth to
potty training! This means no more diaper rashes and
savings in the long run, because you can reuse the cloth
diapers all the way until your next child!
Available at all leading departmental stores and baby product
shops. www.moomookow.com.

Shapes On The Go

Unlike most other shape sorters out there, the Playskool
Pop-Up Shape Sorter was designed to ease baby’s
transition from playtime to go-time. Open the lid and
pop up the toy to play, and when it’s time to pack up,
everything stores right inside the collapsible container
for compact storage and portability. The 4 shapes also
separate into 8 for added matching fun, making this an
excellent way to keep toddlers entertained on the go!
Available at Toys‘R’Us and major department stores for $25.90.

Boost Your Child’s Social IQ

Are you wondering what to do with your kid this
coming November/December holiday? Well, why
not boost your child’s social IQ by letting them
learn proper social behaviour and manners in
a fun, creative, and interactive way with Image
Flair? Specially designed for children from 4 to 7
years old, Image Flair’s 2-day courses (“Macaroni
and Please” & “Cool Kind Kid”) offer fun and
informative lessons in the form of role-playing
exercises, quizzes to assess students’ learning as
well as a 3-course meal for your child to practise
proper table manners.
For more information, visit www.ImageFlair.com.sg/
childrensacademy or email enquiry@imageflair.com.sg.
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Save
Swiss Made Breast Pumps

Need a reliable Swiss-made breast pump that you can
rely on while you’re on the go? Calypso-To-Go is the
ultimate mobile collection that includes a double breast
pump and a complete set of breastfeeding accessories,
all neatly packed and easy to transport in a stylish
breastfeeding bag. Known as the quietest breast pump,
the Calypso-To-Go has a simple and intuitive set of
features like the soft Optiflow massage that actively
massages the breast to ensure efficient and gentle
expression. This breast pump, along with the Calypso
Double Plus, is highly recommended by hospitals, comes
with a 2-year warranty, battery operated and offers
multiple breast shell sizes to ensure that every mother
can find the right size to fit her nipple.
Available at Kiddy Palace outlets, Gleneagles Hospitals,
Mount Elizabeth Hospital, Mount Elizabeth Novena Hospital,
National University Hospital

Half the Calories. All the Sweetness.
Equally Perfect.

Your cooking and baking make your loved ones happy,
but you want to keep them healthier as well. With Equal
Sugar Blend, you can halve your sugar calories without
having to compromise on taste! Blended together with
sucralose (a no-calorie, high quality sweetener), Equal
Sugar Blend is an easy and affordable way to lose
weight in a delicious way. Now, that’s a sweet deal!
1ÃiÊÞÊ >vÊÌ iÊ>ÕÌÊvÊÃÕ}>ÀÊÌÊiÞÊÌ iÊ
same sweetness and half the calories of sugar (8cal/
half a spoon of Equal sugar blend vs 16cal/one full
spoon of sugar). Made from sugar, sweet like sugar.

Carrying Baby Close To
Your Heart

Keep Fresh, Stay Soft, Wear Healthy

Eco-friendly Organic Sanitary Pads “Hoh” from Korea
>ÀiÊ>`iÊvÀÊ«>ÌÃÊ>`Ê£ää¯ÊÀ}>VÊVÌÌ]ÊÜ V Ê
are hypoallergenic and breathable. They are gentle on
sensitive skin and have excellent absorption without
the use of toxic chemical. They also help to keep your
skin feeling fresh and dry. With side gathers, it provides
«ÀÌiVÌÊ>}>ÃÌÊÛiÀyÜ°Ê i}Ê£ää¯ÊV ÀivÀiiÊ
and Fluorescent-free, the toxin-free “Hoh” sanitary pads
have been certified organic by USDA, FDA and KFDA.
Starting from $6.90, available at www.olly.sg and Nishino
Pharmacy (Isetan Shaw House). Reseller enquiry welcomed
at info@olly.sg.

>L>Ê-}ÃÊ>ÀiÊ>`iÊvÀÊ£ää¯Ê
soft cotton and allow you several
positions that are comfortable
enough to cater for your baby’s
changing moods and needs
throughout the day—especially
during breastfeeding. Its
innovative design gives you
the discretion you need so
you can have the life you want
yet remain connected to your
little one while you’re on the
}°Ê*iÀviVÌÊvÀÊiÌÃiÌÌiÀÃ]Ê«ÕLVÊ
transport and parents at home with a family
to run, Baba Slings are made for easy wearing
due to its specially imported buckle, comfortable
padding, and safety strap. It has a double strapping
ÃÞÃÌiÊ>`ÊÃÊvÕÞÊ>`ÕÃÌ>LiÊÃÊÌÊ«ÕÌÃÊÊÃÌÀiÃÃÊÊÞÕÀÊ
baby’s developing hips and spine. The Baba Sling can
even be tweaked to fit your little one as they grow, so
parents can safely use it all the way into toddlerhood!
Available in 6 attractive colours at Motherswork.
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Shout
Gently Detangling
Your Baby’s Hair

Sterilising With UV Rays

Just like how the sun emits UV rays to kill
microorganisms, moulds and fungi, the Haenim (which
means “The Sun” in Korean) UV Steriliser makes use of
UV rays to kill up to 99.9% of bacteria (according to lab
tests with reports). It’s the perfect steriliser with a dual
OSRAM UV lamp for better coverage and PTC Ceramic
heater that dries your wet bottles completely. The
Haenim UV Steriliser can sterilise up to 16 milk bottles,
teats, pacifier, breast pump accessories, teether, soft
toys and even household products like spoons, bowls,
toothbrushes, comb etc. Many mothers have chosen the
Haenim UV Steriliser, have you?

Enriched with honey, the
Bioland Gentle Shampoo
has detangling properties
that allows you to comb your
baby’s hair with ease. It’s
hypoallergenic as well, since
it has been formulated to
minimise the risks of allergy
and respect your little one’s
skin balance. Bioland Gentle
Shampoo has a very light
texture that doesn’t run and
is easy to rinse off. It enriches
the epidermis, but doesn’t
sting the eyes. On top of
that, it’s free from harmful
ingredients like paraben, soap,
and alcohol so you can safely
use it even on newborns.
Now available in an
economical upside-down bottle
with valve cap, 300ml, for $22.90.
www.betime.com.sg.

Sole distributor: thelittleonesinmylife (www.TLO.com.sg)

Breastfeed in Style

Nurse in comfort and style as you breastfeed on the go!
Not only is the Bamboo-All-Around Nursing Cover the
perfect way to maintain your modesty, it’s large enough
to cover both you and baby in one of the softest fabrics
in the world. Designed by Mummy Audrey, the nursing
cover has an airy feel so it keeps everyone within its
embrace refreshingly cool yet dry—even on a hot day!
It’s naturally hypoallergenic as well, so you don’t have
to worry about any allergic reactions erupting on your
baby’s delicate skin. Now available in 9 beautiful colours:
Wine Red, Yellow, Sky Blue, Black, Royal Blue, Peach,
Light Grey, Lilac, and Turquoise.
Sole distributor: thelittleonesinmylife (www.TLO.com.sg)

Secure Your Wet Wipes

If you constantly have to deal with the problem of wet
wipes drying out before you can finish the entire pack,
you now have a solution in Javalock Reusable Wet
Wipe Covers! Simply remove the sticker on your pack
of wet wipes and slap on the reusable wet wipe cover.
The lasting special gel has a firm grip and seals well to
prevent the moisture from escaping your pack of wet
wipes. On top of that, it’s reusable up to 2000 times so
you can save money with just a single wet wipe cover!
Simply rinse the cover with running water to gently wash
off the dirt, and then allow it to air dry. It’ll be as good
as new for many more uses and no more dealing with
flimsy wet wipe covers!
Sole distributor: thelittleonesinmylife (www.TLO.com.sg)
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mummy mind

The PINK
EYE Flight
E

xperiencing a sudden attack of the bloodshot eyes? If
you haven’t been drinking heavily the night before or
experiencing a case of dry eyes/contact lens infection,
then it’s highly possible that you have the pink eye.
5PCFHJOXJUI UIFQJOLFZF DPOKVODUJWJUJT JTBDPOUBHJPVT
infection that’s common especially amongst children. It
occurs when the conjunctiva – the white area of your eye and
a thin membrane that covers the inner surface of your eyelids
– become red and inflamed. This will cause the blood vessels
within the conjunctiva to become irritated and swell, giving
your eyes a pink or red appearance—thus the name.
While it doesn’t mean you have the pink eye every time
your peepers become red, a classic sign would see your eyelids
glued shut in the morning. This is due to the white, yellow or
green mucus that is being secreted by your eye, which forms a
crust along the lash line while you sleep and can be so severe
that it seals your eye shut temporarily.

If you think the pink eye is caused by a viral or bacterial
infection, you’re not too far from the truth. A viral infection
is extremely contagious and will usually clear up on its own
without any medical treatment, although it’s recommended
that you clean your eyes with a fresh cotton ball or clean cloth
several times a day to relieve the symptoms.
The resulting eye discharge is typically clear and watery,
especially if it’s accompanied by the common cold. But if your
symptoms don’t clear up and look like they are getting worse,

60

then it’s possible that you might have contracted the herpes
simplex virus or varicella-zoster virus—which means you
should visit the doctor as soon as possible.
The bacterial infection is just as contagious, albeit with more
purulent discharge that is sticky and can be either yellow or
greenish-yellow in colour. In some cases, the discharge can be so
severe that it glues your eyelids together when you wake up.
A doctor’s prescription of antibiotic eye drops will usually
clear the infection after several days, but you can also relieve the
symptoms with a cold compress. While the pink eye tends to
aﬀect only one eye at first, a bacterial or viral conjunctivitis can
spread to the other one so be sure to practise proper hygiene!
You should also seek immediate medical attention if you
experience any of the following scenarios:
t .PEFSBUFUPTFWFSFQBJOJOUIFFZF
t 7JTJPOQSPCMFNTTVDIBTCMVSSFEWJTJPOPSTFOTJUJWJUZUPMJHIU
t )BTBXFBLFOFEJNNVOFTZTUFN JNNVOPDPNQSPNJTFE 
EVFUPDBODFSUSFBUNFOUT )*7JOGFDUJPOTPSPUIFSNFEJDBM
conditions/treatments
t $POKVODUJWJUJTEPFTOUJNQSPWFFWFOBGUFSBUSFBUNFOUPG
antibiotics.

If it’s not viral or bacterial, then your pink eye might be caused
by an attack of your allergies. This happens when your eyes
are exposed to allergens such as pollen, animal dander, mould
spores or dust mites. Your peepers will then become red, itchy
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and watery.
Although it’s not contagious and entirely
treatable, it’s still good to avoid allergens that
cause your allergic reaction. For instance,
close your windows when pollen/haze is in
season or keep your house spick and span by
cleaning regularly.

The pink eye is extremely contagious since
JUTVTVBMMZDBVTFECZBWJSBM BOETPNFUJNFT
CBDUFSJBM JOGFDUJPO*UXJMMVTVBMMZDMFBSVQPOJUT
own without any medical treatment, but it doesn’t
mean you should go about business as usual because
you could spread it to your child or family members.
)FSFBSFTPNFQSFDBVUJPOTZPVDBOUBLF
t "WPJEXFBSJOHDPOUBDUMFOTFTVOUJMZPVSFZFTDMFBS
up.
t 8BTIZPVSIBOETPGUFOXJUITPBQBOEXBSN
water. Otherwise, use a hand sanitiser with at
least 60% alcohol.
t "WPJEUPVDIJOHPSSVCCJOHZPVSFZFT
t $MFBOTFUIFEJTDIBSHFGSPNZPVSFZFTTFWFSBMUJNFTBEBZ
with a clean cloth or cotton ball, but make sure you wash
your hands with soap and warm water first. Throw away
the cotton ball or wash the cloth with soap and warm water
after use.
t %JTDBSEFZFDPTNFUJDT FTQFDJBMMZNBTDBSB
t "WPJETIBSJOHZPVSUPXFMTFUDXJUIPUIFSTBOEXBTIUIFN
daily.
t %POUTIBSFBOZFZFESPQTPSQFSTPOBMFZFDBSFJUFNTFZF
make-up with others.
t %POPUVTFFZFESPQTUIBUZPVVTFEPOZPVSJOGFDUFEFZFPO
the other uninfected one.
Are you a regular contact lens wearer? Then all the more
you should take care of your peepers with the following tips.
t 3FNPWFZPVSDPOUBDUMFOTJNNFEJBUFMZJGZPVTUBSUUPGFFM
uncomfortable, pain, or when your eyes start to redden.
t $IBOHFZPVSMFOTFT DBTFT BOEDMFBOJOHTPMVUJPOGSFRVFOUMZ
t "EPQUHPPEDPOUBDUMFOTDMFBOJOHIBCJUTCZBMXBZTXBTIJOH
your hands and making sure the solution is capped after use.
t (JWFZPVSFZFTBCSFBLCZSFNPWJOHZPVSDPOUBDUMFOTFT
whenever you don’t need them.
t .BLFTVSFZPVSQJOLFZFJTBMMDMFBSFEVQCFGPSFXFBSJOH
contact lens again.

Remember that your eyes are the windows to your
soul so make sure that you take good care of them!
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mummy mind

In The Pink of
Breast Health
Forget diamonds, boobs are every woman’s best friend. It is what
makes us proud and unique! Being in the pink of health is more
important than all the wealth in the world. With that said, do
you know how your breasts are faring? Are you doing all you can
to protect your precious assets? – Leah Ho

W

e’re right in the middle of Breast Awareness
Month, but are you as aware as you should be
about the most commonly diagnosed cancer for
women in Singapore? 1 in 11 women will get breast cancer in
their lifetime1, but the good news is that early detection can
save lives. In the words of Sheryl Crow, 9-time Grammy winner
and singer-songwriter, “the only person who can save you is
you”. You’re in charge of your life and health; so it’s time to
make sure your breasts are happy and healthy!

What is breast cancer?
Of all the cancers that are diagnosed in Singapore women,
breast cancer accounts for 29%2. It occurs when there is an
abnormal growth of cells in the breast, and this spirals out of
control, forming a lump or tumour. The
tumour could either be cancerous
or benign.
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What to look out for
You’re in the shower and you notice that your breasts feel and
look a little strange. This could be a sign to get it checked! To
examine your breasts for any signs of abnormality, here are a
few things you should remember:

Do it 7 to 10 days after your menses
have started
This is when your breasts are the least tender so it’s the best
time to examine yourself. Even if you are no
longer having your menses, you can still
perform the self-examination on a
fixed date every month.

Breast self-examination
in 3 steps
To make sure you cover all the grounds,
check out your breasts for any changes
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in the mirror, when lying down, and in the shower. Your goal
is to see if anything is out of the ordinary. Look out for the
following signs:
t "MVNQPSBUIJDLBSFBBSPVOEUIFCSFBTUTPSBSNQJUT
t *OWFSUFEOJQQMFT QVTIFEJOXBSEJOTUFBEPGTUJDLJOHPVU PS
nipples that have changed position
t ɨFSFJTWJTJCMFEJTUPSUJPOPSTXFMMJOH
t :PVSCSFBTUTBSFOPUUIFJSVTVBMDPMPVS TIBQFPSFWFOMZTJ[FE
t ɨFSFJTDMFBSEJTDIBSHFPSCMPPEnPXJOHPVUPGUIFOJQQMF
XIFOZPVHFOUMZTRVFF[FJU
t "EJNQMJOHPSQVDLFSJOH MJLFPSBOHFQFFM PGUIFTLJO

t #SFBTUGFFEJOHDBVTFTDBODFS Some studies have shown that
breastfeeding may slightly reduce the risk of breast cancer,
especially if the mother does it for longer than 1 year.

Lowering your odds
Cancer doesn’t just happen out of the blue; it’s a complicated
mixture of environmental factors, lifestyle, as well as inherited
faulty genes that may increase the risk of getting certain
cancers. But if you want to do everything to lower your risk
of getting breast cancer, there are a few things you can do to
improve your health and lifestyle in general:

Limit your alcoholic drinks

If you have any of these signs, arrange a visit to the doctor.
Some lumps are normal, but if you are worried, it’s best to
consult your doctor. Although breast cancer generally doesn’t
show warning signs in the early stages, a timely detection
can be a game-changer and lifesaver. It’s also recommended
for women to go for regular clinical breast examination or
mammography screening if you’re above 40. Women above 50
are also encouraged to do it once every 2 years.

Studies have shown that alcohol may increase the odds of
getting breast cancer. Compared to women who don’t drink at
all, those who have at least 3 alcoholic drinks a week face a 15%
higher risk of breast cancer3. So if you want to lower your risk,
then it’s highly recommended that you stop drinking alcohol
completely, cut down the drinks to 2 or fewer, or seek healthier
options like non-alcoholic cocktails during socialising.

Debunking the myths

Keep a healthy and balanced diet

As with many major illnesses, people are bound to get the
wrong ideas about breast cancer. Such myths may appear to
be plausible on the surface, but are really untruths that could
cause unnecessary worry and stress, as well as prevent timely
detection that could save a person’s life. Here are some popular
myths that you should know about:
t *XPOUHFUCSFBTUDBODFSJGOPPOFJONZGBNJMZHFUTJU
85% of women who are diagnosed with breast cancer do
not have a family history with this disease
t *NBNBOTP*XPOUHFUCSFBTUDBODFSEven though it’s
not as common, men can also get breast cancer because
they have breast tissue as well.
t #SFBTUDBODFSXJMMPOMZIBQQFOUPXPNFOXJUIMBSHF
CSFBTUTɨFTJ[FPGPOFTCSFBTUIBTOPCFBSJOHPOXIFUIFS
you will get breast cancer or not.
t *NUPPZPVOHPMEUPHFUCSFBTUDBODFSAlthough breast
cancer commonly aﬀects women between 50 to 60 years of
age, 13% of women with breast cancer are under 40 while
15% of cases occur in women above 70 years old. The risk
of breast cancer also goes up as you age.
t #SFBTUDBODFSJTDPOUBHJPVTCancer occurs when there is
abnormal cell growth, and not because of a virus or bacteria.
It’s perfectly safe to share food or interact with someone who
has been diagnosed with breast cancer. This particular myth
can be especially damaging to a cancer patient because it’s
during this time when they need the most support and care.
You cannot ‘catch’ cancer from another person so don’t be
afraid to visit someone who has cancer.

Fill yourself up with a whole range of greens, fruits and
wholegrain. Not only does this help reduce your risk of breast
cancer, it also reduces your risk for many other kinds of cancers
and diseases like heart disease and diabetes. Reduce intake of
‘bad’ fats from deep fried foods and confectionary, but balance
it out with some fresh meat, fish, eggs, and beans.

Move about!
Keep your weight in the healthy range and start picking up an
activity at least 3 – 5 times a week for 30 minutes or more each
time, because a lack of activity may increase your risk for breast
cancer. Exercise does not have to be so tough all the time; even
taking a leisure 30-minute stroll after dinner is still better than
sinking into your sofa to watch a mind-numbing drama series!

Stab the smoke
Research has found that if you start smoking before your first
child, your chances of getting breast cancer are higher. Those
who begin even before their first menstrual cycle also look at
61% higher risk. If you are currently smoking, then try taking
baby steps to try to quit smoking. Not only will you improve
your health, you’re also reducing the odds of getting other types
of cancer in the lungs, mouth, nose etc.
1. http://www.singaporecancersociety.org.sg/WhatWeDo/
BreastCancerAwarenessCampaign.aspx
2. http://www.singaporecancersociety.org.sg/learnaboutcancer/
cancerfactsfigures.aspx
3. http://www.breastcancer.org/risk/factors/alcohol
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Tips for

mums
@ work

Barely 5 minutes after putting on your make-up, your
little one is crying to be fed again. There’s the diaper bag
to pack and the childcare arrangement to settle. Not to
mention the time you are going to spend away from your
infant. Minimise your back-to-work chaos
with these helpful tips!

J

ust as you were getting used to being at home with
your baby, the time has come for you to return to
work and clear the emails that have accumulated over
the 4 months of maternity leave. The thought of waking up at
6am after being up all night with a crying baby seems like a
Herculean task. And on top of all that, there’s the separation
anxiety.
Going back to work after staying at home will involve a
few trying adjustments initially, but here are some tips for
managing the transition.

Choose a Dependable Childcare/
Caregiver
If you don’t have the luxury of roping in your parents or
in-laws to help look after your baby when you’re at work,
consider childcare facilities near your oﬃce or home, or make
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arrangements for a specialised caregiver.
In fact, do your homework before your child is born
because there is a long waiting list. Ask your baby’s
paediatrician, friends, neighbours and colleagues for
recommendations but find one that works best for your family
and your budget.
Look for a safe and stimulating environment; visit day care
centres and watch how the caregivers interact with your child;
take note of the time it takes for you in the mornings to drive
your baby to the place and then to work. This will help you
prepare appropriately.
When selecting a caregiver, be sure to ask about previous
work experience and first aid knowledge. Introduce your child
and establish your communication needs early. Ultimately,
trust your instinct before making a decision.
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doing another load of laundry or cleaning the kitchen.
Whenever possible, get your husband to help with the
household chores or work out a night time schedule that
lets both of you take turns resting and caring for the baby.
Sometimes a short soak in the tub after putting your baby to
bed can restore wonders and balance in your life.
The key is constant communication between you and your
spouse, and anyone else involved in caring for your family, so
don’t be shy about delegating tasks.

Sort Out Your Guilt
You may be feeling guilty due to your eagerness to get back to
work or leaving your baby in someone else’s care.
Whatever the reason, don’t think yourself a bad mother
just because you’re out of the house and continuing with your
career. Simply remind yourself that you’re doing what needs to
be done to take care of your family.
Also, it may not be such a bad thing for your baby to know
that there are other people who love her. Check in from time to
time to find out how your baby is doing but beyond that, accept
the fact that there are people who are just as capable of taking
care of your baby, and focus on your work.

Find a Baby-friendly Work Environment
It is a process for both you and your baby when you return to
work so give yourself ample time to adjust. Don’t expect 100%
productivity the day you get back. Try to start midweek so your
first week back’s shorter and you won’t feel overwhelmed with
the new workload.
Talk to your employer if he is okay with you taking on a
flexible work schedule for the first few months before coming
on-board full time. Most importantly though, keep work and
home life separate.

Practise Your New Routine
After choosing a suitable childcare/caregiver, the next step
is to do a test run. It’s bound to take a while to balance your
new role and adapt to the changes hence, if possible, arrange
for your childcare to start a week earlier so you can get used
to parting with your child and ironing out any kinks. Don’t
forget to come up with a good backup plan for days when your
caregiver or baby is sick.

Rest as Much as You Can
Being overtired isn’t going to help you juggle your hats as a
mother and career woman any better because it is so much
easier to break into pieces when you don’t have suﬃcient rest.
As you need to get up early the next day, it is only reasonable to
go to bed earlier too!
In other words, your sleep should take precedence over

Pumping Milk at Work
If you’re planning to continue nursing, check with your boss
regarding a pumping schedule that allows you to take 15-20
minutes breaks two to three times a day to pump. Don’t forget
to ask about a clean and private room for you to use.
Prior to that, get in the habit of pumping and freezing your
milk at least 1 month before returning to work so you can help
your baby to adapt. Adjust your nursing sessions so that you’re
expressing two to three times in the day and feeding before and
after your work hours. To ensure your baby doesn’t experience
nipple confusion, let someone else bottle feed your baby instead
and use a nursing bottle that stimulates your baby’s natural
sucking motion.
As for your own comfort at work, keep a stash of disposable
breast pads that are ultra-slim and super absorbent handy so
they can help trap excess milk and keep both your clothes and
skin clean and dry in case your breasts leak.
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9 months

Where’s My

Ch

All around the world, pregnant
mothers are bombarded with
numerous dietary advices on what
to eat and what to avoid. But what
if you’re a dairy fan who’s just been
told to avoid cheese? – Lilian Wu
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se?
S

o you’ve just gotten pregnant, and
everybody’s happy for you. But
gasp! Your mother, mother-in-law,
husband or a well-meaning relative has
just announced that you should cut back
on certain foods, including cheese. But is
avoiding cheese really necessary?

WHAT DO MOTHERS-TO-BE
NEED?
As your doctor has probably advised you,
a nutritious and balanced diet is the key to
maintaining a healthy pregnancy. Mothersto-be should aim to eat a variety of food
from the 4 food groups: rice and alternatives,
fruits, vegetables, meat and alternatives. This
ensures that you get the perfect balance of
nutrients, but please don’t assume that you’re
eating for two.
You’ll need about 300 extra calories per
day, but it should be from a nutrient-rich
diet and also largely dependant on your
activity level as well as your pre-pregnancy
BMI (body mass index). If you’re not sure,
then do consult a dietician. On top of that,
pregnant mothers are encouraged to drink
more milk and other alternatives to boost
their calcium intake. Low-fat or non-fat
dairy products, especially, are excellent
sources of calcium, Vitamin D, protein, as
well as phosphorus.
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These nutrients are essential because your growing baby
needs them to develop their bones, teeth, muscles, nerves, heart
etc. Your doctor may also encourage you to eat 2 to 4 servings
of calcium-rich food a day in order for you to hit a daily
quota of 1,000mg of calcium. And let’s not forget about other
nutrients like iron, folic acid, and Vitamin C.

WHAT THEY CAN’T EAT
Although mothers-to-be need a variety of nutrients to maintain
a healthy pregnancy, there is still a list of foods that can be
harmful to the developing baby:
t 'PPETMJLFMJWFSPSDPEMJWFSPJMTVQQMFNFOUT XIJDIIBWF
Vitamin A in high doses: may cause birth defects and liver
toxicity
t $BĊFJOFTVDIBTTPEB DPĊFFBOEUFB5PPNVDIPGJU
(not more than 300mg a day) may increase the risk of
miscarriages and having a baby with a low birth weight.
t 'PPETUIBUNBZDBVTFMJTUFSJBJOGFDUJPO-JTUFSJBJTUIF
name of a bacterium that causes miscarriages, stillbirths or
premature births and multiple problems after birth such as
blood infection. It’s generally present in undercooked meats
and eggs, pâtés, soft cheeses like Brie and feta, shellfish and
raw fish (sashimi), unpasteurised (raw) milk such as goat’s
milk etc.

Perfect Italiano Cooking Cheese
Perfect Italiano turns everyday meals into delicious,
Italian-inspired family creations. The range includes
Mozzarella, Parmesan, Pizza Plus, and Perfect Bakes.
Perfect Italiano Mozzarella cheese melts and stretches
to perfection, and is great for sandwiches. Perfect
Italiano Parmesan cheese is ideal for pastas, salads,
risottos and soups; Perfect Italiano Pizza Plus cheese
is a blend of three cheeses for pizzas or potatoes;
and Perfect Italiano Perfect Bakes is perfect for your
baked dishes such as pasta bakes, vegetable bakes
or lasagne. Some simple recipe ideas to try are
Macaroni and Cheese, Bolognese Pasta Bake, Sausage
Mushroom Baked Rice, and Cheesy Potato Bake. Get
these recipes at www.perfectitaliano.com.sg.

t &YDFTTJWFBMDPIPM*UTOPULOPXOGPSTVSFIPXNVDI
alcohol is considered safe, but too much of it can cause
permanent damage to the developing baby, miscarriages,
stillbirths or premature births. Hence doctors usually
recommend that mothers-to-be totally avoid it during their
pregnancy.
t )JHINFSDVSZmTIɨFZBSFOPUHPPEGPSBOZPOF CVUTVDI
food is particularly harmful to your developing baby’s
nervous system, lungs, vision, etc. Avoid consuming fishes
like shark, king mackerel, and tuna steaks.

DOES THIS MEAN I HAVE TO AVOID
CHEESE COMPLETELY?
Cheese is no doubt an excellent source of calcium and protein,
but mothers-to-be should take note of certain types that are
more likely to encourage the growth of bacteria because it could
harm your child.
In other words, you should avoid uncooked cheeses like the
following:
t 4FNJTPGUDIFFTFTMJLFGFUBBOESJDPUUB TJODFUIFZSFNPSF
likely to be made from unpasteurised milk)
t 4PGU NPVMESJQFOFEDIFFTFT XJUIBXIJUFSJOE MJLFDIFWSF
(goat’s cheese), Brie or Camembert
t #MVFWFJOFEDIFFTFTMJLF%BOJTI#MVFBOEHPSHPO[PMB
t .FYJDBOTUZMFDIFFTFTMJLFQBOFMBBOERVFTPCMBODP
The reason for this is simple: such cheeses tend to be made
from unpasteurised milk, which is a breeding ground for
bacteria like listeria and dangerous moulds. Although listeria
infections are rare, even a mild form in a pregnant mom could
be fatal for the unborn one so it’s best to take precautions.

BUT GOOD NEWS!
You can still feast on cheese, as long as the food label states
that it’s made from pasteurised milk. Out for a meal, but not
sure if the cheese is made from pasteurised milk? Then have
the waiter/waitress help you pick a meal where the cheese is
thoroughly heated until it’s melted.
Hard cheeses like cheddar and Parmesan are safe as
well, because they go through a longer ripening period, have
less water and lower pH—which makes for a less suitable
environment for bacteria to thrive.
4PZFT HPBIFBEBOEJOEVMHFJOZPVSPDDBTJPOBMDSBWJOH
for cheese. In fact, there are loads of recipes out there so be as
DSFBUJWFBTZPVDBO'PSJOTUBODF ZPVDBOUPTTDPPLFEHOPDDIJ
XJUIUPNBUPQBTUBTBVDFBOEIBMGBDVQPGHSBUFENP[[BSFMMB
Then place into an ovenproof dish, top with extra grated
NP[[BSFMMB BOECBLFVOUJMNFMUFEBOEHPMEFO
Have a cheesy time! And remember: the cheese must be
made from pasteurised milk or thoroughly cooked.
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medical Q&A

Q:

For the past year, my 4-year-old has been
complaining of knee pain especially during
the night. My doctor diagnosed it as growing pains.
But now the pain seems to grow more severe; he
has started to avoid walking during the day, refuses
to play at the playground and wants to be carried
whenever we go out. Is this serious and should I
bring him back to see the doctor?

ask the

DOCTOR
CHILDREN get leg pain for many reasons and
Dr Elizabeth Ang,

Consultant
Division of Paediatric
Rheumatology
l
National University Hospita
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“growing pains” is indeed the most common benign
(meaning: harmless) chronic limb pain in childhood.
The other name for “growing pains” is “benign limb
pain of childhood”. The typical “growing pains” are
felt as aches in the legs of a child, usually before the
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medical Q&A
age of puberty. Often, both legs are aﬀected and the
child may point to pain in the shins, behind the knees,
front of the thighs (usually in the muscles and not the
joints).
The pain is most commonly experienced in the
evenings, although it may also wake your child from
sleep at night. When this happens, comfort your child
and massage the area. Sometimes, application of a
warm pack or one dose of painkiller (like paracetamol)
will ease the symptoms and enable your child to return
to sleep. The next morning, your child should be
completely well.
Most children don’t experience “growing pains”
every day. No one knows for sure the cause of “growing
pains” and the reasons why only some children are
aﬀected. Some doctors think that the pain is triggered
when bones grow and stretch the bone’s thick covering.
Most times, the pain is related to particularly active
days rather than growth.
Your child’s pain seems to be more persistent than
the typical growing pains, but this may not mean that
it is anything serious. Another common cause of limb
pain in children is joint hypermobility. Children’s
joints are more flexible than in adults. Children who
are hypermobile are predisposed to aches and pains
related to microtrauma in the supporting structures
(ligaments, tendons) of the joints. Such pain is most
intense after a period of vigorous jumping and running.
When in doubt, bring your child to see a doctor,
especially if the pain is persistent. Recurrent or
persistent limb pain should not be dismissed. It
may not represent anything serious, but needs to be
evaluated all the same. Paediatric Rheumatologists
specialise in conditions aﬀecting any part of the
musculoskeletal system in children, including joints,
muscles and bones. An Orthopaedic surgeon specialises
in disease of the bones in particular.
Seek early evaluation by a Paediatric
Rheumatologist especially if there is:
t 1FSTJTUFOUQBJO PSQBJOPOXBLJOHJOUIFNPSOJOH
that gets better after moving around
t 4FWFSFQBJOBUOJHIUUIBUJTXPSTFXJUIMJHIUUPVDI
(“Growing pains” usually get better after massage
or some cuddles!)
t +PJOUTXFMMJOH UFOEFSOFTTPSSFEOFTT
t -JNQJOH XFBLOFTTPSVOVTVBMUJSFEOFTT
Some of these symptoms may be signs of juvenile
arthritis. This is the most common cause of chronic
inflammatory joint pain of childhood and is treatable.
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Q:

My child has been
diagnosed with
juvenile idiopathic arthritis
and is on medication. His
doctor encourage sports,
but I am concerned that he
will hurt his joints further
and not grow normally or
be as tall as his peers. What
can I do to help my child?

FIRST, remember that you and your child are not alone.
+VWFOJMFJEJPQBUIJDBSUISJUJT +*" BĊFDUTUIPVTBOETPGDIJMESFO
in South East Asia alone. With treatment, these children can
BOETIPVMEMFBEOPSNBMMJWFT+*"JTBOBVUPJNNVOFEJTFBTF
that results in chronic arthritis (joint inflammation) in
children. A child with arthritis experiences pain, swelling or
stiﬀness in the joint.
$IJMESFOXJUI+*"DBOMFBEBOPSNBMMJGFXIFOUIFJS
arthritis is treated. Treatment involves two aspects: medication
and exercise. Medication is used to stop joint inflammation.
When the inflammation settles, your child should be allowed to
do any physical activity within his own limits. It is important
for any child to keep fit and maintain flexibility, and this is
FWFONPSFTPGPSBDIJMEXJUI+*"
Exercise will help your child regain strength and
flexibility in his joint. When performed with the usual safety
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Dr Ooi Pei Ling, Registr
ar
Division of Paediatric All
ergy &
Immunology
National University Ho
spital

QSFDBVUJPOT FYFSDJTFXJMMOPUIBSNUIFJSKPJOUT+PJOUTUIBUEP
not move well may develop a second problem of degenerative
arthritis, even if inflammation is controlled, so it is important
to keep active and moving!
There are diﬀerent types of exercises that children with
+*"DBOEPɨFTFBSFJOUIFGPSNPGTQPSUTBOESFDSFBUJPOBM
activities, physiotherapy (PT) or occupational therapy (OT).
Participating in sports and recreational activities helps your
child maintain flexibility of all his joints, increase his stamina
and general fitness as well as develop important social skills. For
a start, exercises like swimming and cycling are safe activities
that place less stress on the joints. When your child gains more
strength and confidence, he can participate in other sports like
basketball and soccer.

PT and OT are
guided and directed ways
to improve specific joint
movement and muscle
strength. The therapist will
teach your child specific
exercises and help you
keep track of your child’s
progress. The therapist may
also provide you with a
home exercise programme
and you will see the benefits
of this as long as your
child does the exercises
consistently!
Finding the perfect activity that your child enjoys and
will stick with may not be easy. It takes trial and error, and
commitment from the parents to find activities that will be the
“best fit” for the child. If your child does not seem to like a
certain exercise or sport, explore other forms of physical activities.
One of the best ways to get your child to keep active is to
get the whole family involved in physical activities; for example,
a daily evening walk as a family oﬀers everyone a good time to
bond while improving fitness.
By ensuring that joint inflammation is controlled with
medication prescribed by your doctor, and encouraging regular
exercise and a healthy lifestyle, your child will be able to grow
BOEEFWFMPQOPSNBMMZMJLFPUIFSDIJMESFO$IJMESFOXJUI+*"
can live life normally!

Disclaimer: The advice offered by the featured expert should not be misinterpreted to be a recommendation of any product. This column provides the
opinions of specialists and readers should consult their own doctors if they should have further enquiries.
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Jacie: I want to
be a villain. =x

Le ah:
Jea n Grey
Ra shmi: Pew Pew!
Gre en Arrow!

Jolene: I don’t
know lei…
Superwoman?
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HB: Erm…Iron M
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Ma ce: WONDER
WOMAN!

LB: The first one
that comes to
mind…Superman!

Jennifer: Someone who
can teleport…Blink?

Khim: Can be
sidekick or not?

Julian: I not
sure lei…
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